Jonah
The Runaway Prophet

2 Corinthians 13:5 (NKJV) Examine yourselves as to whether you are in the faith. Test yourselves.

Jonah: The Runaway Prophet

Winter 2011

The Book of Jonah deals with a runaway prophet, ten miracles, and the most evil city in the
world…and is prophetically significant and imminently relevant to every Christian. Every detail
points to God, His sovereignty over all things except the human heart, and a powerful call to live
an examined life.
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1. Background of the Book of Jonah
930BC The Kingdom divides into
Northern Kingdom (called
Israel) and a Southern
Kingdom (called Judah)

Author: Jonah, son of Amittai, from the tribe of Zebulon
dove
§ Jonah - yonah - means _________________________
§

faithful
Amittai – ‘amittay - means _________________________

Jonah’s early background:
884BC – Assur-nazir-pal III rises to
power in Assyria and
revives it as a world
power
874 BC Ahab and Jezebel come to
power

793BC Jeroboam becomes king
of Northern Kingdom;
Jonah becomes prophet
792BC Uzziah becomes king of
Southern Kingdom
785BC Jonah preaches to Nineveh
783BC Shalamaneser IV becomes
king of Assyria

§

First mention in 2 Kings 14:25-26 (NKJV):
He (Jeroboam II) restored the territory of Israel from the entrance
of Hamath to the Sea of the Arabah, according to the word of the
LORD God of Israel, which He had spoken through His servant
Jonah the son of Amittai, the prophet who was from Gath Hepher.

§

790BC
This Û happened in about __________

§

best and w_____
worst of
The times under Jeroboam II were the b_____
times:
As prophesied by Jonah, these were times of military and financial
might, with expansion of the territory, so it was the best of times.
However, Jeroboam II did much evil, so it was the worst of times.
Jeroboam II reigned 41 years as an evil king…The major enemy was
the Assyrian empire to the north and east of Israel…

§

Galilee
Gath Hepher – winepress of digging – a town in Southern G______
about 3 miles from Nazareth.

§

65 years old at the time of the story
Jonah was approximately _____
set forth in the Book of Jonah, which likely places the story
between 760 – 755 BC.

§

The Assyrian Empire:

772BC Asher-dan III becomes king
of Assyria

1120BC

o

In _______ rose to world power under Tiglath-pileser I

o

Revived under Assur-nazir-pal III 884BC- 864BC
Nineveh
Moved the capital to _______________

§
760BC Amos becomes a prophet
754BC Ashur-Niari IV becomes
king of Assyria
753BC Jonah’s ministry ends

§

o

740BC
Dominance under Tiglath-pileser IV in __________

o

733 BC
Damascus captured in ___________

o

722 BC
Northern Kingdom captured in __________

Nineveh:
o

Tigris
Located on T_________
River, city population 120,000

o

Exceedingly wi__________ - world renowned center of pagan

wicked

Babylonian
idolatry derived from Ba__________
roots

722BC Northern Kingdom falls to
Assyria
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Dagon

o

Worshipped Ishtar (Asherah) and the fish god Da_______

o

50-100 feet high
Fortified with 4 miles of walls ________

o

_____ miles of urban sprawl outside the walls

~50
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Û Briefly review the map and point out the key places

Q1: Who built Nineveh, and what does the name mean (hint: Genesis 10:11)?
Nineveh was built by Nimrod. Its name means “the residence of Ninus (Nimrod). Genesis 10:11
he went to Assyria and built Nineveh, Rehoboth Ir, Calah…

From that land

Q2: Jonah wrote about God’s impending judgment on Nineveh? Which other prophet wrote about Nineveh,
and its impending judgment by God?
Nahum. Review Nahum 3 to get a flavor of what “crimes” the city was being judged for…

Q3: How can you validate the historicity of the Book of Jonah (hint: Matthew 24:41, Luke 11:29-32)?

Jesus Christ validates Jonah’s authorship and story: Matthew 12:40-42 (NKJV)
40 For as Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of the great fish, so will the Son of Man be three
days and three nights in the heart of the earth. 41 The men of Nineveh will rise up in the judgment with this
generation and condemn it, because they repented at the preaching of Jonah; and indeed a greater than Jonah
is here. – see also Luke 11:28-32 another record of the same statements
Jonah is one of 5 OT prophets whose ministry Jesus validates (Moses, Isaiah, Elijah, Elisha)

Q4: Based on what you recall from the story of Jonah, what is the greatest miracle in the book?
Not that someone was swallowed by a fish, or that they spent 3 days and 3 nights inside the fish before being spit up
by the fish onto dry land and lived…
…but that an entire city repented when Jonah declared 40 days until ground zero…

The Gospel Defined:
1 Corinthians 15:3-4 (NKJV)
For I delivered to you first of all that which I also received: that Christ died for our sins according to the
Scriptures, 4 and that He was buried, and that He rose again the third day according to the Scriptures…
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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The Gospel has three elements:
1. Christ died according to the Scriptures
2. He was buried
3. He rose again according to the Scriptures
300
According to what Scriptures? The Bible contains over _______
prophecies that Jesus Christ fulfilled at His
first coming. Most Old Testament books contain one or more prophesies of Jesus Christ.
Q5: In addition to Christ’s resurrection on the third day, what other “third day” events can you locate in the
Bible? What things of significance happened in these events?

a. Genesis 1:9-13

b. John 2:1

·
·
·
·

This is the original “3rd day”
Life appeared on Planet Earth on the third day of creation
It is a Tuesday, and also a day of double blessing
A pattern of perpetuating the species was established of bringing forth the
next generations “after its own kind”

·
·

This is the first recorded miracle in Jesus’ ministry
Again, the third day, being Tuesday, day of double blessing and the day that
most Jewish weddings take place
Weddings symbolic of 2 fleshes becoming one
Recall Paul using marriage as a way to explain Christ & the church
In the John 2 incident, He changes the nature of the ceremonial water into
wine, symbolic of His blood

·
·
·
·

c. Genesis 22:1-4,
Heb. 11:17-19

·
·
·
·

d. Jonah 1:17
(Matt. 12:39-43)

·

God told Abraham to take his son Isaac to a place (Mt. Moriah) and sacrifice
him there. Abraham departed the next morning and on the 3rd day came to
the place. This event prefigured Christ’s crucifixion on the same mount…
Abraham trusted that God would resurrect Isaac if he sacrificed him
In a figurative sense, Isaac was dead to Abraham for the 3 days’ travel time
Abraham knew that he was acting out prophecy in advance
Jonah was in the belly of the great fish 3 days and 3 nights, which prefigured
Jesus being in the grave for 3 days and 3 nights
Jesus validates this in Matthew 12:39-43 as He indicates that Jonah’s time in
the belly of the fish was prophetic of His own time in the grave.

Pattern
Key conclusion: prophecy is ________________!
Q6: In John 7:50-52 Nicodemus (a member of the Sanhedrin) told Christ that no prophet came from Galilee.
In addition to Jonah, were there any other prophets from Galilee? Support your answer.
The prophet Nahum was also from the Galilee area, as did a number of the Apostles. Interestingly, he
also prophesied to the Ninevites about a 150 years after Jonah, although unlike Jonah, they did not
listen to him. Though scripture identifies him as an Elkoshite, Jerome, Hitzig & Knoebel, and others
believe that he came from Capernaum in the Galilee region. James, John and Peter came from the
Capernaum area in Galilee as well, though there would not have been historical prophets in the sense
that Nicodemus would identify them (their gospels and epistles contain prophesies)…
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Q7: With reference to Q6, what are some key lessons for
us to take away from what Nicodemus stated and what is
actually true with regard to Scripture?
Nicodemus was a respected member of the
Sanhedrin, the ruling council of the Jews.
Membership there was made up of priests and
scribes who held the highest “academic
credentials.” If a leading academic like Nicodemus
was so confused and did not know his Scriptures,
we should be admonished to know ours.
Nicodemus almost missed knowing Jesus as
Messiah (as he did not understand in the John 7 account), though it is clear that he later became a
believer.
1. You can be knowledgeable in Scriptures and not know the Lord or the truth
2. Your knowledge must become application
3. You can come to know Him if you are of a willing heart
Jesus had just completed healing a demon-possessed blind mute when some of the Pharisees began
ascribing His healing to Satan. After having personally witnessed a number of miracles, several come to
him to put on more of a show…
Key Applications Points
Matthew 12:38-42 (NKJV)
sign for
§ The entire Book of Jonah is meant to be a s______
Then some of the scribes and Pharisees
those who seek after such.
answered, saying, "Teacher, we want to
evil
§ Asking for a biblical sign is not e______ in itself, but the
see a sign from You." 39 But He answered
motives
mot___________
for asking could be
and said to them, "An evil and adulterous
importance of Jonah’s
generation seeks after a sign, and no sign
§ Jesus validates the imp____________
will be given to it except the sign of the
prophet Jonah. 40 For as Jonah was three

ministry and therefore our study of the Book.
§

days and three nights in the belly of the

o The location of Sheol as being:
In the heart or center of the earth – having
physical locality
o That Christ would be in Sheol for:
3 days and 3 nights – kind of hard to make
Good Friday and Easter Sunday work anyway you try
to cram 3 days and 3 nights…
resurrection
every
o The future res_________________
of e______

great fish, so will the Son of Man be three
days and three nights in the heart of the
earth. 41 The men of Nineveh will rise up
in the judgment with this generation and
condemn it, because they repented at the
preaching of Jonah; and indeed a greater
than Jonah is here. 42 The queen of the
South will rise up in the judgment with
this generation and condemn it, for she
came from the ends of the earth to hear
the wisdom of Solomon; and indeed a
greater than Solomon is here.
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation

This passage validates:

person who ever lived
§

The object lesson(s) of the Ninevites’ repentance:
- Repentance is a sign to an unbelieving world
- Those who repent will be witnesses of this divine
act at the judgment seat
- Jesus’ call to repentance is based on the validity of
Jonah’s call and results
- Gentiles can repent and become God’s people
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2. Running From God (Jonah 1:1-3)
Jonah 1:1-3 (NKJV)
Now the word of the LORD CAME to Jonah the son of Amittai, saying, 2 "Arise,
go to Nineveh, that great city, and cry out against it; for their wickedness
has come up before Me." 3 But Jonah arose to flee to Tarshish from the
presence of the LORD. He went down to Joppa, and found a ship going to
Tarshish; so he paid the fare, and went down into it, to go with them to
Tarshish from the presence of the LORD .
Zebulon
Jonah was from the tribe of ________________,
meaning his residence
Samaria, in Northern Israel, to the west of the Sea of Galilee
was in the area of _________________.

Q1: Using the map on page 3, locate Nineveh? Given its location, what kind of journey would
Jonah have needed to make?
§
§
§
§

Nineveh was located about 550 miles northeast of Samaria
At a pace of 15-20 miles per day, this meant a journey of 28 – 40 days (depending on whether he
would observe the Sabbath Day and not travel
This would have been an overland trip, likely by camel , and traveling through dangerous land
occupied by Israel’s enemies.
Key lesson point – God would never direct anyone to take a journey if He did not also provide the
safety for that journey.
Doing what God says to do in the way and timing He says
§ Key point: the safest place to be is _____________________________________________

Q2: Considering the times, what are some obvious paradoxes in what God asked Jonah to do in
verse 1?
§
§
§
§

Most prophets of God were asked to prophesy to the nation of Israel; Jonah was asked to go to a
heathen nation to warn it of God’s impending wrath
Why should God send a prophet to warn Nineveh, when the Northern Kingdom was ruled by pagan
Jeroboam who sin was also great? Doesn’t the Bible set a pattern of judgment starting at the house
of God ?
Nineveh, the Assyrian capital, was notorious for its pagan worship and brutality against the people of
God – they were at this time destroying areas north of the Northern Kingdom with the Northern
Kingdom likely next – why would God want to warn them of His planned destruction?
The Book of Jonah never mentions Israel, but instead mentions other nations only (Assyria,
Tarshish,) It is the only book of the Prophets that does not explicitly mention Israel (though it
mentions a seacoast city Joppa).

§ Key point: God has His reasons for asking us to do things that don’t __________________
make sense to us at the
time
__________________________, and we need to trust Him at these times.
maturing and gr__________
growth in trust in God
o This is part of our mat___________
weakness demonstrates God’s str____________
strength
o This is a time when our wea_________
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Q3: While Jonah 1:1 refers to Nineveh as a city of “wickedness” we are not given specifically what
its wickedness consisted of. Locate the Book of Nahum, a prophet God used similarly to warn
Nineveh of judgment and identify Nineveh’s crimes according to the following passages:
Nahum 1:9, 11 Conspiring and plotting against God
Nahum 3:1-3 Lies and robbery that lead to countless people being killed – wanton cruelty and bloodshed
Nahum 3:4

Sorcery, harlotry (adultery) that influenced the surrounding nations, much like Babylon
(hint – from Bab-El under Nimrod, the harlot moved upriver and followed the power – to
Assyria, later back to Babylon, then to Rome, etc…and will eventually land back in
Babylon according to Zechariah 5

§ Protected by both an inner
and outer wall 50’ wide and
100’ high
§ Had 1200 towers 200’ high
§ Wall was 60 miles in
circumference
§ Thought themselves invincible
§ Town’s population was about
600,000 at time of Jonah
§ Town was supported by internallygrown crops.
§ There were temples to Nabu. Dagon,
Ishtar, Asshur, and Adad.

Did You Know?

In the temple of Dagon (the fish god), priests wore a mitre (a peaked hat with an opening that
resembles a fish with its mouth open) as part of their required priestly garments? When
Constantine “Christianized” the pagan religions of the world, the mitre made its way to Rome
as the headdress worn by popes. Similarly, the origins of the Icthus (fish) had its roots also in
the worship of Dagon. As Christians, we should be aware of the symbols we unknowingly
adopt as they may be honoring a pagan religion!
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Jonah 1:3 (NKJV) But Jonah arose to flee to Tarshish from the presence of the LORD. He went
down to Joppa, and found a ship going to Tarshish; so he paid the fare, and went down into it, to
go with them to Tarshish from the
presence of the LORD .
Q4: Where is Tarshish?
Its historic location is uncertain. However, most
authorities agree that it was due east of Israel, and
exactly opposite of the direction in which God told
Jonah to go.
Herodotus: beyond the Pillars of Hercules
(Gilbraltar)
§ Akkadian: rasasu to be smelted

Q5: What additional insights about
Tarshish do you glean from the following
verses:
1 Kings 10:22 KJV: For the king had at sea a navy of Tharshish with the navy of Hiram: once in three years
came the navy of Tharshish, bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes, and peacocks.
- In Solomon’s time Tarshish could support a navy
o Required 3 years to make a round trip (perhaps 1 year out and 1 year back)
o Ships must have been very well built and well-provisioned
- Source of precious metals, apes and peacocks

Jeremiah 10:9

NKJV: Silver is beaten into plates; it is brought from Tarshish, and gold from Uphaz, the work of the craftsman
and of the hands of the metalsmith; blue and purple are their clothing; they are all the work of skillful men.
- Source of silver

Ezekiel 27:12
NKJV: "Tarshish was your merchant because of your many luxury goods. They gave you silver, iron, tin, and
lead for your goods.
-

Source of metals, including tin. This is a key verse, because in the old world, the primary source of tin
was “Brittania (means tin)” so Tarshish could be one of the British Isles…tin confirmed to be a
principal export to the Roman Empire; Britain was a commercial center in 1500 BC (Stonehenge).

Q6: Why would Jonah, a previously obedient prophet of God, attempt to get as far away from
where God told him to go, as he did?
Jonah was a PATRIOT, someone who loved Israel and hated her enemies. Yet God was telling him to go and
preach to the enemy, who was evil and represented a very real threat to both the Northern and Southern
Kingdoms of Israel. He was motivated by patriotic duty which clouded his religious commitment of service to
God.

Q7: Where is Joppa and what is its significance?
Joppa (currently Joffa) is on the Med Seacoast about 35 miles from Gath-hepher (Jonah’s home) and 35 miles
east of Jerusalem. It was the seaport nearest central Israel and in ancient times, one of the few places along
Israel’s eastern coast that could support a seaport that could handle world trade (which under Solomon
flourished) . Joppa is likely where Hiram, King of Lebanon, had floated the timbers for Solomon’s building
project, which were then carried up to Jerusalem from Joppa – thus a well-established overland trade route
between Joppa and Jerusalem.

Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Q8: Besides moving towards the west and Tarshish, what was Jonah’s direction (literally and
spiritually) as revealed in verse 3? Support your answer.
Downhill and way from God.
Downhill: Jonah fled from where he was and went “down to Joppa.” Literally if he was in Jerusalem or Gathhepher, he would be going downhill. From Joppa (at sea level), he went down into the ship itself.
Away: Rather than obey God and follow His directive to go to Nineveh, Jonah flew from the presence of the Lord.
While God is omnipresent, one can flee from Him and a relationship with him, which Jonah determined to do.

Q9: Jonah was likely in Jerusalem or Gath-helpher when he fled
from the presence of the Lord to go to Joppa. What insights
about the trip and Jonah’s state of mind can you infer?
To travel to Joppa from Jerusalem or Gath-hepher was not a quick trip; it took
several days during which he would have had time to think about his actions. We
cannot say that this was a crime of passion where he acted just on the spur of the
moment…it may have started off that way, but he had time to think as he traveled
along the dusty road by himself (no account of any traveling companions – Jonah
had to decide to leave the life he had been living for 35+ years (prophets / priests enter their profession at age 30) and all that is
involved with making that decision, he had to plan where to go (the closest seaport), he had to plan on what ship to go on (one to
Tarshish), and he had to decide to embrace an uncertain future in a foreign land in which he had never lived. So rather than
reasoning things through and deciding to turn back (repent), he put his head down and fled from God.

Q10: Why would God send a Jewish prophet to a pagan Gentile nation? What additional insights
do you glean from Isaiah 42:1-9 and 49:5-7?
Scripture is pattern! Jonah was to be a type of Christ in that he was sent to Nineveh, an evil city that typified the
worst of mankind. Likewise God sent His only Son (a Jew) to be a light to the Gentiles who for the most part were
in full rebellion against Him

Locate Scriptures in Additional Notes pages and review with the class

Q11: Personal application – Identify your own Jonah moment. Pick one significant decision to flee
from God in your life. What were the circumstances that led to the decision, what was your frame
of mind, what happened, and what are the three most significant lessons you learned as a result?
My decision to flee God:

Personal application, wither in class or as homework to discuss – have session on this
as a testimony to the Lord

The circumstances:

My frame of mind at the time:

What happened:

My three most valuable lessons:

Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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3. A Tempest at Sea (Jonah 1:4-16)
Jonah 1:4-6 (NKJV)
But the LORD sent out a great wind on the sea, and there was a mighty tempest on the sea, so
that the ship was about to be broken up. 5 Then the
mariners were afraid; and every man cried out to his
god, and threw the cargo that was in the ship into
the sea, to lighten the load. But Jonah had gone
down into the lowest parts of the ship, had lain
down, and was fast asleep. 6 So the captain came to
him, and said to him, "What do you mean, sleeper?
Arise, call on your God; perhaps your God will
consider us, so that we may not perish."
Q1: Among the cast of characters we have been introduced to so far, who are the major players?
The principal player is GOD, with a supporting role from Jonah and the sailors. To accomplish His
proposes, God uses the powers at His disposal to deal with Jonah’s rebellion…even though God could
understand why Jonah felt reluctant to go to Nineveh on His behalf…

Q2: Given that the round trip from Joppa to Tarshish took about three years, how likely is it that the
sailors were unused to severe storms at sea? What actions do they take to preserve themselves in the
storm?
To be a sailor on the Tarshish trip was likely one where great risk begat great reward (consider the goods
mentioned previously that were brought from Tarshish) and the world’s best sailors (likely Phoenicians)
were among the crews. These were very experienced in all the storms at sea, so for them to be terrified at
the storm, it must have been something.
Consider that they were throwing more than a year’s pay overboard when they tossed the ship’s cargo.
When faced with death, one will go to almost any length to preserve one’s life.
They also sought help from their pagan gods (who are deaf and dumb), and finally sought help from the
God of Jonah.

Q3: Are there any other examples of supernatural storms at sea that terrified sailors? What is the
scriptural significance of being caught in such a storm…why does God permit it or even cause the
storm itself?
On the Sea of Galilee we are told of a supernatural storm that arose that terrified the sailors who worked
the Sea of Galilee (the disciples, who were fishermen very familiar with the type of storms that could arise
quickly in this body of water). Like the sailors in Jonah 1, they were also terrified and called upon the
Lord to save them.
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Q4: What do you make of Jonah’s actions in verse 5, but Jonah had gone down into the lowest parts
of the ship, had lain down, and was fast asleep? Given that the
Book of Jonah serves as a sign, what are the direct lessons for us?
It says that Jonah had gone down into the lowest parts of the ship,
lay down, and fell fast asleep. All of his actions so far in the story
are going in a downward direction, literally and spiritually.
§ Running from God is exhausting work – did he sleep because he thought he finally escaped the
Lord? Was his conscience seared so that he complacent and self-absorbed? Sleep is not
necessarily proof of innocence; it may be born out of a false sense of security.
§ Jonah was asleep and unaware of the damage his actions caused to those around him – like we
are unaware (and self-absorbed).
§ He was asleep in the “recesses” of the boat, even further hiding himself from others, and he was
asleep alone.
§ He still had farther to fall before he would be useful to God. Humility (and coachability) result
when you recognize you have fallen DOWN as far as you can go and it is hopeless to go on in
your own strength.
§ Let not this lesson be wasted on me, Lord…

Jonah 1: 6-7 (NKJV)
So the captain came to him, and said to him, "What do you mean, sleeper? Arise, call on your
God; perhaps your God will consider us, so that we may not perish." 7 And they said to one
another, "Come, let us cast lots, that we may know for whose cause this trouble has come upon
us." So they cast lots, and the lot fell on Jonah.
§ Sleeper – nirdaam One who is stupefied, stunned or cast into a dead sleep
§ Arise – quwm Raise up, make a stand, stand up, endure
§ Consider – ‘ashath Shine, think upon, consider
Q5: What do you find unusual about the captain confronting Jonah and waking him up?
§ In the midst of a storm, having cast their cargo overboard, and clinging to the ship for dear life,
what made the captain seek out Jonah down in to recesses of the ship? God.
§ Here is a pagan ship’s captain calling Jonah to awareness and prayer…Jonah – a prophet of God
– did not see what others around him saw clearly. Easy for us to be in the same condition. We are
blind to certain things in our lives. God may use pagan co-workers, relatives, etc, to confront you
into realization of what is really going on.

Q6: Consider your walk during the past few months. How has God utilized an unbeliever to point
you back to God? How will you sensitize yourself to be open to what God is trying to do when this
happens?
Ask for anyone to share stories or examples if they are comfortable.
If it happens, it should send a few messages to us:
1. God uses every person, circumstance and opportunity to direct us correctly in our walk.
2. If God needs to use an unbeliever to do this, could that signal my insensitivity to the Holy Spirit
and let me know that I’ve not been listening to Him? Or is this incident of a sudden/urgent
nature that God is using the most immediate resource?
3. Either way, am I thankful for His intervention, and do I use this as an opportunity to witness to
the person for God’s glory, to make His Name famous?
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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See additional Notes page

Casting Lots is a form of divination for the purposes of obtaining secret
knowledge, often learning of future events (ref: ISBE) In the Bible we are told of two
kinds of divination:
1. Inspired divination, where God shows His Will regarding a matter, and
2. Pagan divination, which originates from man, demons or Satan.

The Urim and Thummin (pictured above) were used by the chief priests from the time of Aaron’s priesthood, until (according
to Josephus) the time of John Hyracanus (about 120 BC). They were associated with the priestly breastplate (Exodus 28:30,
Leviticus 8:8) and are considered a form of “casting lots,” with one stone indicating the affirmative and another negative.
Many pagan cultures practiced casting lots, and the children of Israel were warned about associating with any form of pagan
divination in Deuteronomy 18:10-12 (NKJV): There shall not be found among you anyone who makes his son or his daughter
pass through the fire, or one who practices witchcraft, or a soothsayer, or one who interprets omens, or a sorcerer, 11 or one
who conjures spells, or a medium, or a spiritist, or one who calls up the dead. 12 For all who do these things are an
abomination to the LORD, and because of these abominations the LORD your God drives them out from before you.
Current forms of divination no Christian is to be associated with includes witchcraft, astrology (including horoscopes),
consulting with the dead (séances), fortune-telling, etc.

Q7: We see casting of lots in the New Testament (Acts 1:26). Is the practice of casting lots valid
today? Why or why not?

The last incidence of casting lots in the Bible is Acts 1:26, where the Apostles cast lots for Judas’ replacement.
The pagan Roman soldiers cast lots for Jesus’ garments (John 19:24, Luke 23:24, Matt 27:35).
· According to Jesus Christ, our Chief Priest, each believer has the Holy Spirit for the purposes of revealing
God’s will to the believer: John 14:26 NKJV But the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father
·

will send in My name, He will teach you all things, and bring to your remembrance all things
that I said to you.

· As a result, we should not be practicing any form of divination. God uses what He has revealed in His Word,
plus the counsel of mature believers, in addition to the Holy Spirit, to make His will known to us, and He
reveals to us only what is appropriate for us to know.
Q: Many people want to know the future…why is it a blessing that God prevents us from knowing specifics about
our immediate future, while revealing His end-times plans ahead of time?

Key Passages About Casting Lots (NKJV)

My Notes and Observations

First use of casting lots: Leviticus 16:8-10, regarding the sin
offering Then Aaron shall cast lots for the two goats: one lot for the
LORD AND the other lot for the scapegoat. 9 And Aaron shall bring the
goat on which the LORD’S lot fell, and offer it as a sin offering. 10 But
the goat on which the lot fell to be the scapegoat shall be presented
alive before the LORD, to make atonement upon it, and to let it go as
the scapegoat into the wilderness.

First use is always insightful – here something as
important as selecting the scapegoat (a type of
Christ) is left to the use of a divinely directed lot.
The scapegoat played the role of substitutionary sinbearer, to go and die in the wilderness alone, while
the other goat was sacrificed for the sin of the people
so they could be reconciled to God (Christ was both)

Proverbs 16:33 The lot is cast into the lap, but its every
decision is from the LORD

This states that divinely-inspired use of lots is valid,
since the outcome is directed by God. However, one
never utilized the lot for carnival-type fortunetelling…

Joshua 18:8-10, on dividing the Promised Land by tribe:
Then the men arose to go away; and Joshua charged those who went to
survey the land, saying, "Go, walk through the land, survey it, and come back
to me, that I may cast lots for you here before the LORD in Shiloh." 9 So the
men went, passed through the land, and wrote the survey in a book in seven
parts by cities; and they came to Joshua at the camp in Shiloh. 10 Then
Joshua cast lots for them in Shiloh before the LORD , and there Joshua
divided the land to the children of Israel according to their divisions.
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Jonah 1:7-9 (NKJV)
And they said to one another, "Come, let us cast
lots, that we may know for whose cause this
trouble has come upon us." So they cast lots, and
the lot fell on Jonah. 8 Then they said to him,
"Please tell us! For whose cause is this trouble
upon us? What is your occupation? And where
do you come from? What is your country? And of
what people are you?" 9 So he said to them, "I
am a Hebrew; and I fear the LORD, the God of
heaven, who made the sea and the dry land."
Q8: Once the identity of the “troublemaker” is established, the sailors ask Jonah five questions.
What do the sailors’ questions reveal about their perception about what was going on?
§
§

First, the sailors recognized the storm was supernatural
They believed that the cause of the storm was that one among them was being punished by God
for his disobedience
Rather than just blindly throw Jonah overboard, they felt a need to test the person upon whom the
lot had fallen.
Because their lives were imperiled, they demanded to know why (so much like us!)
They must have recognized Jonah, a mysterious foreigner who showed up in a hurry and secreted
himself away in the ship’s bowels, must have some type of past that is now catching up to him.

§
§
§

Q9: How did Jonah’s disobedience to God (however well-intentioned) result in collateral damage
to others? In what ways does this happen in our lives as Christians who sometime also walk in
disobedience?
§

§
§

First the livelihoods of the sailors were damaged when they threw the cargo overboard
o Those expecting to benefit from the cargo would never receive it
o Those who financed the ship and cargo shipment lost their investment
o Jonah never met these people, yet they were damaged by his actions
Then the lives of the sailors were placed at risk
Jonah was oblivious to this as he considered only himself…

In the same way when we act out of God’s will, we are generally not aware of the collateral damage our
decisions cause…sometimes with people we never meet but who are also greatly affected by our actions.
I suspect that part of our orientation into heaven will be to understand the depth of our responsibility
and accountability for both our actions and inactions…

Q10: What does Jonah’s response to the sailor’s questions reveal about his state of mind?
Even though he is still in rebellion against God’s directive, he acknowledges God as:
§ Sovereign
§ The Creator
§ One God (of sea and dry land)
§ Therefore YHWH is the one true God of all
Jonah also acknowledges his Hebrew birth, and does not shrink from this identity with God.
§ Jonah states his fear or reverence of God (yet his actions speak otherwise)
§ How often do we shrink from acknowledging:
o Our identity in Christ
o Our reverence for God
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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So {Jonah} said to them, "I am a Hebrew; and I fear the LORD, the God of heaven, who made the
sea and the dry land." (Jonah 1:9 NKJV)
§ Hebrew – ‘Ibriy, an Eberite, pointing to his being a descendant of Abra___________
Abraham
§ Fear – yare’ to have total reverence and awe for (an extreme reverence)
YHWH, the unpronounceable name of God, the Covenant God of Israel who delights in

§ Lord – Yahweh in making and keeping promises
§ God – Elohiym the Creator God, in three Persons (‘iym) Who has created all things

In the midst of the storm, Jonah provides a lesson to the pagan sailors about God…
The Pagan View of “god”

Jonah’s View of God

land s_______
sea
§ Separate gods for la______,
and
sto________
storms (a multitude of gods)

§ God is O_______
G______
(Deuteronomy
One
God
6:4) manifested in three Persons

§ Each god had to be asked for his or her
fav______
favor in matters pertaining to his or her
area

§ God has both cre____________
all things
created
(hea________,
& dry land) and is
heaven s_______
sea
sovereign
eternally sov________________
over all
things all the time (Colossians 1:16-17)

§ Pagan gods are capricious and fickle, not
seeming to follow any predictable
pat_________
pattern of behavior

§ God never does anything He does not first tell
the pro_________
prophets ahead of time (Amos 3:7)

as a prophet, Jonah would have been familiar with pagan practices and their failings….

Q11: Why would Jonah identify himself as a “Hebrew?”

Our Family Tree
Noah
Shem
Arphaxad
Salah
Eber
Peleg
Reu
Serug
Nahor
Terah
Abraham
Isaac
Jacob

I believe Jonah did this because in pointing to Eber, the great grandson of
Shem, likely the sailors were of similar Shemite descent, so in a sense, Jonah
was calling upon familial bonds. Also, many of these also may have shared
common ancestry through Abraham’s son Ishmael and Isaac’s son Esau.
Yet as a Hebrew, there is the distinction of being “set apart’ as God’s
peculiar people. Thus, the term Hebrew would have conveyed many, many
things.

Q12: In speaking with someone, how does understanding his or her
view of “God” assist you in being “witnesses of Me in Jerusalem, and in
all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth" (Acts 1:8 NKJV)?
Jesus’ last words to His apostles and disciples before he ascended into
heaven was this instruction to be witnesses of Him to all peoples. This
requires you to first understand where the person is coming from, and allow
God to choose the moment when they are going to be open to hearing about
the one true God.
Because Jonah understood where these pagan sailors placed their beliefs, he
could easily contrast their ineffective gods to the one true God. Also note
that the captain invited the conversation about God, as he had already given
up on his own god to save his ship! At that moment, he and the other sailors
were receptive to hearing the message about God, if it meant their physical
salvation from the storm.

Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Jonah 1:10-11 (NKJV)
Then the men were exceedingly afraid, and said to him, "Why have you done
this?" For the men knew that he fled from the presence of the LORD, because he
had told them. 11 Then they said to him, "What shall we do to you that the sea
may be calm for us?" — for the sea was growing more tempestuous.
horror
§ “Why have you done this?” is likely more an exclamation of hor_________
at
Jonah’s disobedience to God than asking Jonah to explain his actions.

Q13: In that quick instant, what things did the sailors grasp that Jonah did not?
§ The futility of running from God
§ The seriousness of being disobedient to God
§ The hypocritical position of Jonah, claiming to worship God yet being disobedient to Him

Q14: In what way(s) is Jonah a picture of us when we are being disobedient to God?
We rationalize and focus on how we feel and how we are suffering from difficulties, and not seeing
that the solution to all of the problems we face is really a matter of the heart. By the time we realize
this, it is usually after there have been some serious disasters and damage already done. The natural
consequences of our disobedience isa hard teacher, but often a necessary one.
What if Jonah had simply obeyed? Then we would not see ourselves in the mirror when we read this
Book… Romans 15:4 – For whatever things were written beforehand were written for our learning,
that we might have patience and hope in the Scriptures (NKJV)

“Sooner or later we all sit down to a banquet of consequences, most
of them of our own making.”
Û discuss quote – how has God used consequences -inRudyard
your lifeKippling
to bring(1865-1937)
about changes in direction?

Verse 11: Then they said to him, "What shall we do to you that the sea may be calm for us?" —
for the sea was growing more tempestuous.
Q15: Of what were the sailors more afraid: the storm that threatened their lives or Jonah, the
self-confessed runaway/disobedient prophet of God?
At this point, the sailors have determined that their current predicament is tied to God’s judgment of
Jonah’s disobedience. So they see themselves between a rock and a hard place. On one hand, the
storm will kill them if they don’t find some way to get out of it. On the other hand, to kill the prophet
Jonah might further anger God, and their peril would be greater. So they appeal to Jonah for an
answer while the storm raged. Observation: as men of action and strength, it is surprising they didn’t
just toss him in the sea to be rid of him…

Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Jonah 1:12-13 (NKJV)
And he said to them, "Pick me up and throw me into the sea;
then the sea will become calm for you. For I know that this great
tempest is because of me." 13 Nevertheless the men rowed
hard to return to land, but they could not, for the sea continued
to grow more tempestuous against them.
Q16: While these two verses are part of the Jonah narrative, how
are they also a picture of contrasting grace and works? What
additional insight does John 11:50 shed on this point?
§ Jonah was willing to die to allow these pagan and unbelieving sailors to live, believing that his
death on their behalf would furnish the way for them to be saved out of the deadly storm. So in a
sense, he is a type of Christ willing to die so that others might live as a result of his death.
§ The sailors’ point of view was that if they only worked harder, they could save themselves.
§ From a macro sense, it was God’s judgment on all of them, prophet and pagan, that death would
claim all…unless there comes a miraculous intervention!
§ John 11:50 Caiphis the high priest declared …”it is expedient for us that one man should die for
the people, and not that the whole nation should perish” as he spoke of the death of Jesus Christ

Q17: What does Jonah’s plea to the sailors reveal about the condition of his heart at this time?
To me it signals that he has stopped running (he’s descended as far as he can go into the ship) and has
nowhere to run. He fully accepts responsibility for what has happened and how his actions have
impacted others. It appears he reaches that point of repentance that each of us must find whenever we
repent: realization that you must stop running and man-up and take ownership for your actions…he
accepts the blame for what is happening to others and I believe he is completely moved to sacrifice
himself for the benefit of the others. Now God has him at a place where he will begin to LEARN the
lesson God has for him to learn, which will require a full session of additional schooling.

Q18: Why didn’t Jonah just jump in the sea in order to save the others?
Jonah may be afraid to kill himself, or have thought that doing so would further distance him from
God. Like Christ, who turned Himself over to the soldiers to crucify Him, perhaps in order for a
sacrifice to be made, it required blood at the hands of the guilty in order for God to accept it???
Suicide. - No special law is found against this crime, for it is included in the prohibition against
killing. Contrary to the practice and the philosophy of paganism, the act was held in deep abhorrence
by the Hebrews because of the high value placed on human life. It was held inexcusable that any but
the most degraded and satanic should lay hands on their own lives. Only the remorse of the damned
could drive one to it, as witness Saul (1 Samuel 31:4) and Judas (Matthew 27:5). International
Standard Bible Encyclopedia

Q19: Why do believe the men continued to row, ignoring Jonah’s request to throw him
overboard?
Likely they did not want to call God’s judgment upon them by killing Jonah (they pray to God in the
next verse to be forgiven of taking his life) if they could save themselves by works. How much like us
they are! While we mentally acknowledge God is sovereign and has a purpose for our lives, we still
strive in our own strength to somehow do it ourselves, rather than to submit to God and become
obedient to what He wants.
To me, this is a picture of the unsaved human race as it learns of the sentence of death for sin…and
the desire to overcome in their own strength and build their own way to heaven…
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Jonah 1:14-16 (NKJV)
Therefore they cried out to the LORD and said, "We pray, O LORD,
please do not let us perish for this man's life, and do not charge
us with innocent blood; for You, O LORD, have done as it pleased
You." 15 So they picked up Jonah and threw him into the sea,
and the sea ceased from its raging. 16 Then the men feared the
LORD exceedingly, and offered a sacrifice to the LORD and took
vows.
§ Cried out – qara’ Literally, to accost someone, proclaim, pronounce, to
encounter someone (implies strong contact)

the covenant God of Israel who makes and
§ Lord – Yahweh YHWH,
keeps promises
naqiy: blameless, clean, innocent, guiltless (how did they know it was innocent?

§ Innocent blood – naqiy dam dam; same root as Adam = blood that when shed causes death of man or beast
§ Feared – yare’ to have total reverence and awe for (an extreme reverence)
literally, a slaughter of an animal in sacrifice to God
Likely done once on shore (indicates knowledge of proper sacrifices, though you
suspect that any errors would have been forgiven by God, as He looks at the heart

§ Sacrifice – zebach §

§ Vows – neder Something promised, usually sworn to God (a vow taken with God as the object, or a witness)
Q20: What changed, that these pagan sailors would use the covenant name of God, cry out to him
in totally earnest prayer, followed by reverence, sacrifice and vows to Yahweh God?
§ First, it is possible that they have moved past the point of viewing Jonah’s God as one of many gods and instead
have come to understand He is maker of heaven and earth. Recall Romans 1 indicates that God reveals himself
to every person through His creation, so the storm may have been the tipping point, coupled with Jonah’s
testimony (however flawed it was)
§ Despite their pagan background, they still saw murder (“innocent blood”) as wrong, so it is likely their hearts
were open to having God draw them to Himself
§ The earnestness was likely spurred by their fear for their own lives
§ The sacrifice, fear and vows came as a result of seeing God supernaturally cease the storm…as waves are
swamping the boat and wind is howling and ‘SNAP!’ it is calm, still and obvious that God is God of all things
great and small
§ The fact they offered a sacrifice to the Lord, fearing Him and taking vows to Him is evidence of a change in heart
Some applications:
§ Never underestimate the power of your witness…even when you may fail to live out what God prefers for your
life, He can cause events to occur that make His Name famous
§ God will have His Way, despite our efforts (intentional or out of ignorance) to do otherwise

“Innocent Blood:”
§ First Use: Numbers 19:10 – context and key points:
Read Numbers 19: 1-12 – Who is our City of Refuge?

§ Last Use: Matthew 27:4 – context and key points:
Read Matthew 27:1-5 – who specifically is testifying (hint: Luke 22:3 says that Satan entered Judas and
he then went to the chief priests to betray Christ; thus is Satan testifying to Christ’s innocent blood?)
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Q21: In Jonah 1:4-16 there are three miracles recorded. What are they?
1.

First, there is the storm which God caused. It was clearly a supernatural storm because the text says so,
and it was of such a nature that experienced seamen were frightened for their lives
2. The selection of Jonah as the guilty party via casting the lot. Psalm 16:33 says that men cast the lot into
the lap, but the decision is from the Lord, so again this qualifies as a miracle
3. The sudden ceasing of the storm. Here, no natural causes could explain how a raging storm at a
hurricane force could suddenly subside at the touch of Jonah’s body into the water. Yet we saw Jesus
Christ do this as one of His miracles in Matthew 8:23-27 (Mark 4:37-41 and Luke 8:22-25) and
Matthew 14:24-32 ( Mark 4:37-41 and John 6:15-21)
Miracle – OT – mowpheth – sign, miracle or wonder with supernatural origins
NT – dunamis – miraculous power (a miracle); power from on high, mighty/supernatural power

Q22: Clearly, Job was going through trials because of his running away from what God called him
to do. The Bible explains why people of God undergo trials and tribulation in their lives. Identify
the passages below to understand God’s purposes for the trials. (from: Hal Lindsey, Combat Faith)
Scripture

Why God’s People Have Trials

Daniel 3:16-18 and
Daniel 3:28-29

glorify God through deliverance from the trial – Shadrach et al delivered
§ To gl________
from the fiery furnace in defiance of Nebuchadnezzar
§ to demonstrate to unbelievers the power of God and as a result, change their hearts

Hebrews 12:5-11 and
James 4:17

discipline for know s________
sin - helps us ID what we are blind to
§ As dis__________
§ chastening for our profit > holiness, fruit of righteousness and our training

1 Peter 4:1-2

prevent us from falling into s____
sin
§ To prev__________
§ so that we would live for God and not our flesh

2 Corinthians 12:7-10

§ To keep us from falling into p_________
pride
§ to allow His power to rest on me
to learn the sufficiency of His grace

1 Peter 1:6-7

§ To prove your f________
is genu_______
faith
genuine
this should build up our faith and allow us to believe God for even more

Romans 5:3-5

§ To cause our fa________
faith to gr______
grow
our
perseverance,
character and hope (AND to reveal our character!)
§ To build

Philippians 4:11-13

§ To learn cont_____________
contentment regardless of cir___________
circumstances
§ this teaches obedience and builds our discipline

2 Corinthians 1:3-5

comfort
similar circumstances
§ To equip us to co____________
others when they are in sim_________
§
to demonstrate the abundance of Christ through godly comfort (which glorifies God)

2 Corinthians 4:7-11

§ To manifest the rea__________
reality of Christ in us
§ as proof of Christ’s eternal life and risen nature by His operation through us

Job 1:8 and 1 Peter 1:12

§ As a test___________
testimony to the a_________
angels, including Satan and the angels who
learn from us and how we grow through our trials
§
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4. In the Classroom of God (Jonah 1:17-2:4)
Jonah 1:17-2:3 (NKJV)
Now the LORD had prepared a great fish to swallow
Jonah. And Jonah was in the belly of the fish three
days and three nights. 2:1 Then Jonah prayed to the
LORD his God from the fish's belly. 2 And he said: "I
cried out to the LORD because of my affliction, and He
answered me. "Out of the belly of Sheol I cried, and
You heard my voice. 3 For You cast me into the
deep, into the heart of the seas, and the floods surrounded me; all Your billows and Your waves
passed over me. Who prepared the fish? God When did He prepare it? Not said, but could have been at Creation…
§ Great fish – gadowl dag
§

Gadowl – great, exceedingly, high, long, mighty
Dag or da’g – a fish (implies oscillating movement of the tail)
Recall that the Ninevehite god was Dagon, the Fish god

Translated ketos in Septuagint and when used in the New Testament (Matthew 12:40)
Ketos is defined as: a large sea creature; huge fish (as in gaping its mouth open for prey)

§ Swallow – bala’ To make away with by swallowing; eat up; eat whole
§ Belly – me’ah In the intestines or abdomen; the vest of a body; stomach; bowels, womb; belly
Shalowsh – three, thrice, occasionally third

§ Three days – shalowsh yowm Yowm – literally to be hot, as in the warm part of a day; either sunrise to
sunset or from one sunrise to another; however when used with its counterpart “night” implies the daytime

§ Three nights – shalowsh layil A twist away from the light, which is literally ‘night’
§ These words for ‘day’ and ‘night’ are not the same Hebrew words (erev and boker) used
in Genesis 1-2, during God’s creation of the heavens and earth.
Headline News

Feb 1891: James Bartley, a whaler on Star of the East, near Falkland Islands
was lost chasing a sperm whale. The crew caught and killed the whale, to
find Bartley inside, unconscious, and alive. He recovered in three weeks,
resumed his duties, but his skin was bleached white like parchment…
- M. DeParvelle, ed. Journal Des Debats
An English sailor fell overboard and was swallowed by a fish. A day or
two later the fish was seen floating on the surface of the water, and was
taken ashore. When it was opened up, the sailors found their shipmate
alive. He survived the experience, but his skin had turned a chalky white
and remained so for the rest of his life. (Dr. Rimmer talked with him and
learned the details of his experience.)
- Harry Rimmer, The Harmony of Science and the Scripture

Q1: Who else authenticated Jonah’s time in the great fish?
None other than Jesus Christ Himself…Matthew 12:39-41 and Luke 11:29-32 and Matthew 16:4
Remember that on the witness of two or three shall a ting be established (Deuteronomy 17:6), so we have the
Holy Spirit, writing the Scriptures as one witness, and the Son of God, Jesus Christ as the other one!
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Jonah 2:1-2 (NKJV): Then Jonah prayed to the LORD his God from the fish's
belly. 2 And he said: "I cried out to the LORD because of my affliction, and He
answered me. "Out of the belly of Sheol I cried, and You heard my voice.
Q2: From where did Jonah pray?
We are told in verse 1 that it was from the belly of the fish, and in verse two it was
out of the belly of Sheol. The KJV translates the word as “hell” while the NKJV
more correctly translates it Sheol, the abode of the dead souls. And yes, it is possible
for both to be true!
32 time in the OT and _____
21 in the NT:
In the KJV, the word translated in English as “hell” is used ____

§

- Hebrew: Sheol (may be translated grave, hell or pit)

§

- Greek: Hades (the Greek equivalent of Sheol)

§
§

11 of the 12 times it is used in the NT)
- Greek: Gehenna (Jesus uses this word _____

- Hebrew: kever (noun) = physical grave ; kebar (verb) = to bury in a grave

precise
It is important for us to understand the uses of these words, as they are quite pre________
body and so________
soul
§ All human beings are composed of a bo______
spirit
justification
§ Believers also have a new s_______
placed in them at just________

Q3: When an unbeliever dies, what happens to their body and soul?
The body goes into the grave (kever) where it decomposes
§ ç Ludwig von Beethoven is decomposing once he dies and is buried
§ All of the atoms comprising the body are fungible (reused by others)
§ Over time, all atoms are absorbed into different substances
The soul goes to Sheol / Hades, the abode of the dead, where it remains until…
The two are re-united at the Great White Throne Judgment, when all the unsaved dead are
resurrected eternal (Daniel 12:1-2), then judged, then thrown into Gehenna for all eternity

§

- Hebrew: Sheol (may be translated grave, hell, pit or other similar phrase)
grave
body
Not the gr_________,
which is the destination of the b_______

§

soul
dead
The location of departed s_________;
the abode of the d________
(both good and bad)

§ First mention: Genesis 37:35, where we learn: Jacob expected to be re-united with Joseph in Sheol –
it could not be the grave because from what Jacob knew, the body had been eaten by wild animals and it was not
found to be buried – he expected a father/son relationship with him in Sheol (therefore identity, interaction, etc.)
Geocentric; under the earth towards its center
§ Genesis 37:35: “go down” implies the location is ____________________________________
§

heaven
Psalm 139:8 says Sheol is the opposite of h_________

§

“Sheol” is translated
o Psalm 63:9 lower parts of the earth (NKJV)
o Isaiah 14:9 from beneath (NKJV)
o Ezekiel 31:14, 16, 18 down into the Pit (to the depths of the earth)
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Kever

§

bury is never used of Sheol – Genesis 23:4, 6,9,19,20; 49:30-31
the verb kebar (to b______)

§

X is o is not pluralized; Sheol o is oX is not pluralized
Kever (noun) o

§

X is o is not localized; Sheol o is oX is not localized
Kever (noun) o

§

X can o cannot purchase a kever; you o can oXcannot purchase Sheol (Gen 23:4-20)
You o

§

X can o cannot own a kever; you o can oXcannot own Sheol (Gen 23:4-20)
You o

§

Bodies o are oX are not conscious in a kever; bodies oXare o are not conscious in Sheol
(Isaiah 14:4-7 & 44:23; Ezekiel 31:16 & 32:21)
Hades

§

the god of the lower regions
In Classic Greek, the identity of Hades is _________________________________________
Pluto
o Synonymous with Pl_________
underworld
o Orcus, the god of the un___________________

§

In Biblical Greek, Hades refers to the infernal re__________,
a dark and dismal p______
regions
place in the
depths of the Earth and the common receptacle of disem__________
disembodiedsouls.
very de______

Gehenna
§

The word is derived from the Valley of Hi________,
Hinnom which was located to the south and
down_________
downwind of the city of Jerusalem.
dumpand a place of ____________________________________
perpetual burning, fire, smoke and stench
o Served as the city d_____

o The prevailing winds served to:
come from the east and blow the stench away from Jerusalem

§

perpetual bur_________
burning
Because of the per_________
it
Lake
Fire
became synonymous with the L_______
of F______,

Map of Jerusalem

which is the ultimate destination of:
o

Matthew 25:41 - Devil and his angels

o Revelation 19:20 –

Antichrist & False Prophet

o Revelation 20:10 –

Devil

o Revelation 20:14 –

Death and Hades

o Revelation 20:15 The unsaved dead; everyone whose
Name is not written in the Lamb’s Book of Life

In Matthew 25:31-46) Jesus discusses how He will “judge
the nations” upon His Second Coming in a prequel to the
Great White Throne Judgment (Revelation 20:11-15).
Those who are enter eternal punishment are cast into the
“everlasting fire” of Gehenna.
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Luke 16:19-31 (NKJV) The testimony of Jesus Christ on Sheol / Hades of the Old Testament:

"There was a certain rich man who was clothed in purple and fine
linen and fared sumptuously every day. 20 "But there was a
certain beggar named Lazarus, full of sores, who was laid at his
gate, 21 "desiring to be fed with the crumbs which fell from the
rich man's table. Moreover the dogs came and licked his sores.
22 "So it was that the beggar died, and was carried by the angels
to Abraham's bosom. The rich man also died and was buried.
23 "And being in torments in Hades, he lifted up his eyes and
saw Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his bosom. 24 "Then he
cried and said, 'Father Abraham, have mercy on me, and send Lazarus that he may dip the tip of his finger
in water and cool my tongue; for I am tormented in this flame.' 25 "But Abraham said, 'Son, remember
that in your lifetime you received your good things, and likewise Lazarus evil things; but now he is
comforted and you are tormented. 26 'And besides all this, between us and you there is a great gulf fixed,
so that those who want to pass from here to you cannot, nor can those from there pass to us.' 27 "Then
he said, 'I beg you therefore, father, that you would send him to my father's house, 28 'for I have five
brothers, that he may testify to them, lest they also come to this place of torment.' 29 "Abraham said to
him, 'They have Moses and the prophets; let them hear them.'
30 "And he said, 'No, father Abraham;
but if one goes to them from the dead, they will repent.' 31 "But he said to him, 'If they do not hear
Moses and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded though one rise from the dead.'"
Û one DID recently come back from the dead (Lazarus) and the Pharisees, et al tried to kill him!

X is not a parable because: there are real, historical people who are named
§ Luke 16:19-31 o is o

Q5: Identify what the Bible says went on in Hades prior to Christ’s resurrection:
In Abraham’s Bosom (also called ‘Paradise’)

In the Place of Torments

1. real consciousness – sensation, conversation, sight
1. real consciousness – sensation, conversation, sight
2. individual personality preserved
2. Individual personality preserved
3. physical resemblance to mortal self
3. Physical resemblance to mortal self
4. A place of ministering to the previously good
4. A place of torments for the previous evil
5. carried there by an angelic escort
5. Just shows up there
6. a place of rest
6. A place of unquenchable thirst
7. a place where there is no lack
7. A place of unsatisfiable want
8. a place of healed bodies
8. A place of bodies in pain
9. can see and perceive into the place of torments
9. Can see into and perceive Abraham’s bosom
10. cannot cross out of Abraham’s Bosom
10. Cannot pass out of the Place of Torments
11. seems to be no time (Abraham not contemporary of Lazarus or the Rich Man) but both are present
12. a place of memory of events and people of one’s mortal life and what happened
13. eternal destiny seems to be irrevocably fixed in both places
14. seems to be a temporary place where there is consciousness and sensation, but not the final destination (Hades
gets cast into Gehenna)
15. A place of realization of life’s events and regret
15. Angels have access to this place (carried Laz)
16. Recognition of his own fate & implications
16. Belief by rich man that a messenger could be sent from 17.
there
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Regarding the Place of Torments, 2 Peter 2:4 suggests that there are at least two compartments in
the place of torments:
§

One place for human beings (like the rich man) These are the ‘wicked dead’

§

Tartarus
One place where the fallen angels are kept (also called Tar__________
in Greek literature)

2 Peter 2:4 (NKJV): For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, but cast them down to
hell (tartaroo, the deepest abyss of Hades) and delivered them into chains of darkness to be
reserved for judgment…
Chains of darkness implies they are supernatural and these angels would flee if they could, perhaps getting
into the people chamber…

Several other passages seem to support this thought:

Jude 6 (NKJV): And the angels who did not keep their proper domain, but left their own
abode, He has reserved in everlasting chains under darkness for the judgment of the great
day…
The Great Day refers to the GWTJ
Luke 8:30-31 (NKJV) Jesus asked him, saying, "What is your name?" and he said, "Legion,"
because many demons had entered him. 31 And they begged Him that He would not
command them to go out into the abyss. So the demons know they are destined to be thrown into the
‘abyss’ at some point, implied here that the abyss is somehow a semi-permanent place of incarceration

In Revelation (9:1, 2, 11; 11:7; 17:8; 20:1, 3) Scripture identifies a place called the “bottomless pit.”
Some scholars identify this place as the Abyss and a chamber of Hades, lower than the Place of
Torments.
The only place you can have a bottomless pit is the center of the Earth (no bottom, all point up)
Ephesians 4:8-10 (NKJV): Therefore He says: "When He ascended on high, He led captivity
captive, and gave gifts to men." 9 (Now this, "He ascended" — what does it mean but that He
also first descended into the lower parts of the earth? 10 He who descended is also the One
who ascended far above all the heavens, that He might fill all things.)
§

The “GIFTS” that He gave mankind included
Salvation et________
eternal life, and an
salv__________,

A “Diagram” of Sheol / Hades
Based on Luke 16:19-31 and 2 Peter 2:4

address change for the believing dead…
Q6: According to Ephesians 4:8, who did Jesus
Christ bring with Him out of the grave? (Hint: see
Matthew 27:51-53 also)
He emptied the upper chamber of Sheol of the good dead
and carried them with Him to heaven. At Jesus’ resurrection
there were many saints who accompanied Him out of their
graves.

The New Testament paradigm: when Christians die,
into the grave
§ Body goes _______________

1

Abraham’s Bosom (or
Paradise)

2

A great gulf fixed between the two

3

A Place of Torments
--------------------------------------------------Tartarus / Abyss
4

to heaven with Jesus
§ Soul goes __________________

§ Spirit goes __________________
back to God Who gave it
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Did Jonah pray from the belly of the fish, or from Sheol, or both?
Jonah 2:1-2 (NKJV): Then Jonah prayed to the LORD his God from the fish's
belly. 2 And he said: "I cried out to the LORD because of my affliction, and
He answered me. "Out of the belly of Sheol I cried, and You heard my voice.
Jesus used Jonah 3 times as a sign (see Add’l notes page 19

type or mo________
model
Since Jonah’s experience is hinted by Jesus to be a ty______

of His de________,
bur_________,
and resurrection , did Jonah die and was
death
burial
he also resurrected (like Lazarus of John 11 & 12)?
Potential implications: First, do we assume that Jonah was/is saved? If he is saved, and he prayed from Sheol,

then perhaps prayer is a normal thing that occurs in Sheol for those who are saved. However, since Jesus emptied
§ Can one pray from Sheol? the “Paradise” chamber of Sheol when He led captivity captive (Ephesians
4:8), then is there any praying going on in Sheol anymore?
We are told that unconfessed sin
§ Was Jonah praying out of desperation, or repentance?
hinders prayer, and as we read the narrative, we understand God heard Jonah’s prayer. In order to confess sin,
there must be repentance in the heart

§

Since God heard Jonah's prayer, what insights into effective prayer can we derive?

§ Is there any place or time or circumstances in which you cannot pray?
§ Is there any location or physical posture that is not effective?
§ Recall how Jesus commended the Tax collector (vs. the Pharisee) in Luke 18:10-14 for a simple prayer
from the heart “God be merciful to me a sinner.” His prayer was not wordy (7 words) nor eloquent nor
full of platitudes… yet Jesus cited this prayer as highly effective.
§ See Additional Notes page for the Prayer of Cyrus Brown

Jonah 2:3-4 (NKJV): For You cast me into the deep, into the heart of the seas, and the floods
surrounded me; all Your billows and Your waves passed over me. 4 Then I said, 'I have been cast
out of Your sight; yet I will look again toward Your holy temple.'
Deep – metsowlah

§

A deep place of water or mud – in context, being swallowed up in a liquid that cuts
off one’s life-breath
Seas - yam A large body of water, generally used of the Mediterranean Sea; used with “heart” (lebab)
meaning a place in the center of the ocean (implies far, far from land and safety –a hopeless location
Floods - nahar An abundance of water, such as pours out of a stream or river

§

Billows - mishbar A wave large enough to break

§

Waves – gal

Something rolled up on itself, such as a heap of water “wave”

§

Sight – ‘ayin

Out of eyesight; implies immediate presence (run away from God or parents when one is
disobedient)

§

Look - nabat regard, behold, look at intently; to regard with pleasure or respect

§
§

Q7: What acknowledgement of God does Jonah give in verse 3?
§ First, Jonah saw that God was the One who cast him into the sea, although the sailors had done the actual
pitching overboard. God chose the location where He wanted Jonah cast, just as he arranged the great fish to be
alongside the boat to swallow Jonah.
§ Second, Jonah refers to the waves and billows as “Thy waves” and “Thy billows,” again attributing even the
details of what was happening to him as coming directly from God’s hand.
§ There are no such things as “circumstances” or “chance” – in Job 1:21, Job correctly attributes what is
happening to Him as coming from God; ditto David in 2 Samuel 16:5-11.
§ Clearly Jonah saw in vivid clarity that God was dealing with him because of what he did and did not do; there is
no rationalization nor anger, just acceptance…
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Q8: Explain verse 4, cast out of Your sight.
Jonah identifies that he is cast far away from God, so far that he is
“out of God’s sight.” A careful look at the phrase reveals that this is
not a literal “God can no longer see me,” as Psalm 139 says…
§ “I am cast out” – garash; to drive out from a possession, such as
an expatriation or divorce
§ Of – neged; the part which is opposite (a mate or counterpart)
§ Your sight – ‘ayin; near the eye, from before you; this kind of
conjures up the “outer darkness” of a campfire – you have those
near the light, and those who can see it but are far off
Psalm 139 points out that no one can escape from God’s view, but
one can escape from the inner circle of fellowship, and certainly
Jonah realized he was out of the inner circle by his running from
God’s assignment.
He also understood that his disobedience would not prevent his
resurrection and participation in God’s provision in the future (this
argues for the permanence of salvation which one’s sin cannot
disinherit one from). This is the same attitude Job had as he
contemplated his life after death SEE JOB 19:25-27

Psalm 139:7-12 (NKJV)

7 Where can I go from Your

Spirit? Or where can I flee from
Your presence?

8 If I ascend into heaven, You are
there; if I make my bed in hell,
behold, You are there.
9 If I take the wings of the
morning, and dwell in the
uttermost parts of the sea,

10 Even there Your hand shall lead
me, and Your right hand shall
hold me.
11 If I say, "Surely the darkness
shall fall on me," even the night
shall be light about me;
12 Indeed, the darkness shall not
hide from You, but the night
shines as the day; the darkness
and the light are both alike to
You.

Q9: What temple does Jonah expect to see, and how does he expect to see it?
Jonah 2:4 says “yet I will look again toward your holy temple.” The temple is described as holy, so it will have had to
have been purified and rebuilt, if it is of this earth (next temple is the one rebuilt that is part of the Tribulation scene,
which according to Daniel 9:27, Antichrist will defile). Then we are told in Ezekiel 40-47 of the Millennial Temple that
exists while Christ is ruling bodily from Jerusalem. Certainly the Millennial Temple is holy, as it has the physical
presence of our Great High Priest.
Then there is the temple in heaven, which John describes in Revelation 14:15,17; Rev 15:5-8, which certainly qualifies
as “holy.” This could also be the temple Jonah is describing, as 2:7 defines the heavenly temple where God hears
Jonah’s prayers
Jonah says that although his current status with God has him far away from God, and coupled with the statement he is
in Sheol, he looks forward to the resurrection when he will once again see God’s holy temple, either one in heaven or
more likely, the Millennial Temple (points to the resurrection of OT saints to participate in the Millennium). He states
this with matter-of-fact confidence.
Like Job, Jonah expected to be resurrected bodily and he expected his resurrection body to allow him to physically see
the temple, wherever its location.

?

?
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Jonah was also a man of the Word, who prayed Scripture. Note the phrases and figures of speech
incorporated in his prayer from the Psalms:
Jonah’s Prayer (NKJV)
Psalm Reference (NKJV)
Observations
2:2 And he said: "I cried out to the LORD
because of my affliction, and He
answered me. "Out of the belly of
Sheol I cried, and You heard my
voice.
2:3 For You cast me into the deep,
into the heart of the seas, and the
floods surrounded me; all Your
billows and Your waves passed
over me.

120:1 In my distress I cried to the
LORD , and He heard me.

· God always hears his people unless there
is some sin which has made the prayers
ineffectual

· In distress, we abandon self as a possible
deliverer

42:7 Deep calls unto deep at the noise
of Your waterfalls; all Your waves
and billows have gone over me.

2:4 Then I said, 'I have been cast out of
Your sight; yet I will look again toward
Your holy temple.'

31:22 For I said in my haste, "I am cut
off from before Your eyes";
nevertheless You heard the voice
of my supplications when I cried
out to You.

2:5 The waters surrounded me, even
to my soul; the deep closed around
me; weeds were wrapped around
my head.

69:1 Save me, O God! for the waters
have come up to my neck.

2:6 I went down to the moorings of the
mountains; the earth with its bars
closed behind me forever; yet You
have brought up my life from the pit, O
LORD, my God.

86:13 For great is Your mercy toward
me, and You have delivered my
soul from the depths of Sheol.

2:7 "When my soul fainted within me, I
remembered the LORD; and my
prayer went up to You, into Your
holy temple.

18:6 In my distress I called upon the
LORD, and cried out to my God;
He heard my voice from His
temple, and my cry came before
Him, even to His ears.

2:8 "Those who regard worthless idols
forsake their own Mercy.

31:6 I have hated those who regard
useless idols; but I trust in the
LORD.

2:9 But I will sacrifice to You with the
voice of thanksgiving; I will pay
what I have vowed. Salvation is of
the LORD."

116:17-18 I will offer to You the sacrifice
of thanksgiving, and will call upon the
name of the LORD. I will pay my vows
to the LORD Now in the presence of all
His people.

· In life, God allows His waves and billows
to roll over us to get our attention
· 42:6 talks about how the psalmist is cast
down, and he remembers God
· Psalmist says this in haste (without really
thinking) – it FEELS LIKE I’ve been cut
off from You when actually, you cut
yourself off – recall Jesus “I am the
vine..apart from Me

· The feeling of drowning is terrifying
as your life flashes before your eyes
(Aruba story
· Having one’s life delivered from
Sheol gives new purpose
· As we have been delivered from
death, shouldn’t we have a different
energy in our steps?
· Even in His holy temple in heaven,
God hears those who call out to Him
and especially so when one is at the
end of self
· Those who make idols are like the idols
they make (Ps 115:1-8)
· What idols in Jonah’s life was he realizing
he had been serving instead of God?
Pride, patriotism,?
· God loves the sacrifice of thanks
· Paying vows means to fulfill what you
promised to God

· What have we promised to God that we
need to start paying on?

·

Q10: Given the above, what lessons can you draw about effective prayer?
Clearly, praying Scripture is a good and effective thing. Jonah was a successful and learned prophet who knew
Scripture, yet he prayed Scripture when things were looking pretty grim for him
· You cannot pray it unless you’ve learned it – as a prophet studying under a rabbi, Jonah would have
learned and memorized many books of the Tenach that were in existence: Books of Moses, Judges,
Samuel, I Kings and Chronicles, Psalms, Proverbs, some of the prophets…
· In praying Scripture, he was applying Scripture to his life and specific situation, much like we should be
doing
· We can pray in the harshest and most hopeless of situations
Fervent prayer from a broken heart pierces the time-space continuum and goes directly into heaven!
- State your situation and how you feel about it – talking it through and applying Scripture allows you to
sort through your thoughts and align them with God and Scripture
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5. Going Down to Go Up (Jonah 2:4 - 10)
A real danger of the story of Jonah is that we read it so glibly, knowing how it ends, and we rarely allow the full
horror of what Jonah went through to sink in and grab us…

Jonah 2:5-10 (NKJV)

The waters surrounded me, even to my soul; the deep closed
around me; weeds were wrapped around my head. 6 I went
down to the moorings of the mountains; the earth with its
bars closed behind me forever; yet You have brought up my
life from the pit, O LORD, my God. 7 "When my soul fainted
within me, I remembered the LORD; and my prayer went up to
You, into Your holy temple. 8 "Those who regard worthless
idols forsake their own Mercy. 9 But I will sacrifice to You
with the voice of thanksgiving; I will pay what I have vowed.
Salvation is of the LORD." 10 So the LORD spoke to the fish,
and it vomited Jonah onto dry land.
Q1: How does verse 5 describe Jonah’s drowning? Why is this description important to the story?
The aspects of drowning are clear:
· The waters surrounded him – even to his soul (nephesh, breath life) – he could not breathe
· The deep (tobowm, an abyss or subterranean water supply; deepest part of the sea) closed about him – no
ability to surge for the surface
· The weeds (cuwph; weeds especially those in the Red Sea which are dense seaweed) had begun wrapping
around him as he struggled.
Based on this description, apparently the fish did not swallow him whole immediately upon entry into the water. It
appears Jonah went through the classic horror of drowning as he floated down to the sea floor).
A storm above and drowning below = total helplessness and hopelessness. In his final moments he would have been
stripped of all pride, patriotism, etc as his brain starved for oxygen. Likely deep remorse for his rebellion and
throwing himself totally on God’s mercy. It is said that at moments like this, time seems to slow down, even though
only a few minutes without oxygen may kill someone

Verse 6:
§ Moorings of the mountains - quetseb hariym To the base of the undersea mounts, the extremities
§
§
§
§

where they terminate = canyons and deepest places in the oceans; implies he could go no further down than the
bottom of the deepest underwater canyon
The earth with its bars – ha’erets beriyach The earth or ground with its “bars” imply that Jonah was a
prisoner here. Imagine the weight of the water pressing down on his body against the submarine rocks. IF
Jonah is describing Sheol, then at the center of the earth, no one can pass out of it…imprisoned there
Yet You have brought up – ‘alah This is a picture of ascending, literally or figuratively, released from the
prison of the “earth with its bars” and therefore a picture of redemption (resurrection???)
My life – chay – living flesh
Hezekiah uses Jonah’s prayer $
My life from the pit – chay shachath From corruption – the pit – see Num. 16, esp 31:35 & Is’ah 38:17
Re: Numbers, the earth swallowed up the offenders, implying both grave and Sheol’s Place of Torments = pit

O Lord, my God – Yahweh Elohim Yahweh, the ‘covenant name’ of the God who faithfully makes and

keeps His promises, and Elohim, the triune ‘Creator God’ who created heaven and earth; MY God = personal,
The STAR of the show is GOD who could do for Jonah what he could never do for himself.

Q2: How could Jonah pray such a prayer as verse 6 when he was yet underwater and had not been
delivered from the belly of the fish?
Because he completely trusted God to deliver Him from the death he would otherwise suffer. Praying an anticipatory
prayer as if it is already fact is Scriptural (recall many of Jesus’ prayers). Because God is outside time, it IS already
fact…we just suffer from being within time.
Outside time, God has already delivered Planet Earth…we who are within time would be so much better off if we
believed what God has already promised and had that mindset as we faced the issues of each day. Walking by faith is
just that – not allowing our sense to trick us into taking our eyes off eternity. Analogy = watching a movie and thinking
it is reality. When we know how it turns out at the end, why get caught up in turmoil mid-way through it???
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Q2: Trace Jonah’s ‘descent’ from Jonah 1:1 to 2:6a.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

From highly esteemed prophet down into rebellion
From Gath Hepher or Jerusalem down to Joppa
Down into the ship
Down into the lower parts of the ship
Down into the water, sinking
Down to the bottoms of the mountains
Down into Sheol itself

Jonah had to ‘go down’ in order to go up…interestingly, Jonah had 7
downs before things turn ‘upward’ in verse 6b…so number 8 on the list
of progression is a new beginning!!!!

Jonah 2:7-8 (NKJV)
"When my soul fainted within me, I remembered the LORD; and my prayer went up to You, into
Your holy temple. 8 "Those who regard worthless idols forsake their own Mercy.
Hebrew is read right to left

Why you should look closely at scripture…amazing
what you discover as a Berean…
Fainted – ataph To “shroud” and implies under
the cover of darkness (i.e., you ‘black out’)

My soul – nephesh A breathing creature,
implying vitality
‘eth - ‘et is un-translated…according to Strong,
the word is a contraction of OT226 ‘owth, meaning
a signal, mark, miracle, sign, beacon, monument,
token or omen. Speculation: could this be a
marking of this particular passage or phrase?

Q3: Explain verse 7.
Two possibilities:
1. at the time of his imminent death ( i.e., a last prayer?), Jonah prayed to God as he “remembered” Yaweh (the
God Who makes and keeps covenants). God at that time was resident in His holy temple in heaven.
2. Jonah was in Sheol and prayed from there to Yahweh.
In either scenario, we see that prayer is instant and reaches God from wherever we are…

§ Regard – shamar Take heed, look to, observe, preserve, regard, wait for. The word here is in plural form,
implying that this is a habitual practice of the person doing the regarding

§ Worthless – hebel Emptiness, vanity, something transitory and unsatisfactory - used as an adverb
KJV translates ‘worthless idols’ as ‘lying vanities’

§ Idols – shav’ In the sense of desolating, destructively evil, figuratively an idol; lying, uselessness (not translated as
an idol anywhere else) Together with ‘hebel,’ something entirely worthless one habitually spends time doing

§ Forsake – ‘azab Relinquish, leave off, refuse
§ Mercy - checed

Kindness, reproof (as in correction), good deed, favor, merciful kindness. In NKJV, capitalized
to imply God’s mercy – not giving you what you deserve. Thus, I read this as those who spend time pursuing the
worthless will not have God intervene with mercy ant times and instead allow natural consequences to afflict them.
ÛI don’t see verse 8 as a random thought…I see it directly connected to Jonah and why he is now in Sheol

Q4: What was it that Jonah might have been referring to as ‘worthless idols’ in his life?

Perhaps at this point he was thinking of just how foolish he was to have invested himself in all the patriotism that
prevented him from seeing the mercy God wanted to show the Ninevites by sending them a prophet who would warn them
of the impeding judgment. Jonah know that if God wanted him to go to Nineveh and preach to the Ninevites that God
may actually spare the Ninevites if they took heed…and his hatred for them was greater than his desire to do what God
said, regardless of how he felt about it.
Am I willing to do this in my life? Or do I exert my pride/control/idolatry in selfish use of time?
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Psalm 90:12 (NKJV): So teach us to number our days that we may gain
a heart of wisdom. We need to be taught, because wasting time is a flesh habit – have
you actually counted your leisure time per week?

Ephesians 5:15-16 (NKJV): See then that you walk circumspectly, not as
fools but as wise, 16 redeeming the time, because the days are evil.
Walk circumspectly – fool = know what to do but don’t do it

Q5: Consider the number of weekends you believe you have left. What
“midterm grade” do you give yourself on your use of time spent with
hebel shav’?

Jonah 2:9-10 NKJV

Good self-assessment question for each person to ask –
· Number of weekends: how many years do you think you will live? Multiply X 50
· Ask yourself what you do that is a necessity, versus a non-essential
· TV , sports and Internet = #1,2 & 3 misuses of time in America

But I will sacrifice to You with the voice of thanksgiving; I will pay what I have vowed. Salvation is
====
of the LORD." 10 So the LORD spoke to the fish, and it vomited Jonah onto dry land.
§ Sacrifice – zabach To slay, as in an animal for sacrifice; slaughter; the act of making a blood sacrifice
Note: sacrifice always precedes prayer and worship

§ Thanksgiving – towdah To extend the hand, as if in praise or worship. KJV – confession, praise, thanksgiving
An outward expression of ana inward condition – note: no audience except One

§ Pay – shalam To make amends, to be completed, to reciprocate, finish, perform, render, make restitution
§ What I have - nadar a promise to give or do something for God – coupled with shalam, a double commitment to
perform as pledged before God

§ Vowed – yeshuw’ah Same root word as Yeshua – something saved or delivered; health, saving, helping, welfare,
deliverance, aid, victory, prosperity

requests
submission
§ Notice that in Jonah’s prayer, there are no re__________,
just total sub______________
and
recommitment to fulfill his original mis__________
mission as directed by God.
reco___________
promising
future
§ In essence, Jonah was pr___________
to (“I will = f_________)
faithfully perform what God
stewardship over, once he was del____________
delivered
had given him ste_________
from his current situation.

Û stewards must be found faithful 1 Corinthians 4:1-2; Luke 12:42-44

§ “Salvation is of the Lord” indicates the only ________________________________________.
solution to this mess was God’s deliverance
Q6: What kind of vows had Jonah made to God prior to Jonah 1:1? Was there an alarm clock on
those vows that allowed them to expire? Given your answers, what personal applications can you
make?
I will worship, with all of my heart
We know Jonah had served for a period of time as a prophet from Gath
Hepher, and that he advised kings. During his training for the office of
prophet, and during his time executing the duties of a prophet, he had
likely made many vows. When things were going well, he likely stuck to his
vows. However, God asked him to do something with which he did not
agree for all sorts of “justifiable reasons” and he rebelled against God.
The vows that he took had no time clock on them…they are eternal, since
humans are eternal beings.
Think of all of the songs we sing (like this >>> that are, in fact, VOWS to
God! Note the lack of conditions on our part when we make these vows.
We pray and make vows constantly. While we might just be mouthing the
words, we are in fact making vows to God for which He has every right to
hold us fully accountable.
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation

I will praise you, with all of my strength
I will seek you, all of my days
I will follow, all of your ways
I will give you all my worship
I will give you all my praise
You alone I long to worship
You alone are worthy of my praise
I will bow down, and I'll hail you as king
I will serve you, I will give you everything
I will lift up my eyes to your throne
I will trust you, I will trust you alone
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Scripture says a lot about stewardship, which is often an appointed or even voluntary role we take – a fiduciary role

How God feels about stewardship responsibilities…

§ 1 Corinthians 4:1-2 (NKJV) Let a man so consider us, as servants of Christ and stewards of the
mysteries of God. 2 Moreover it is required in stewards that one be found faithful.
§ Luke 12:42-46 (KJV) And the Lord said, who then is that faithful and wise steward, whom his lord shall
make ruler over his household, to give them their portion of meat in due season? 43 Blessed is that
servant, whom his lord when he cometh shall find so doing. 44 Of a truth I say unto you, that he will
make him ruler over all that he hath. 45 But and if that servant say in his heart, my lord delayeth his
coming; and shall begin to beat the menservants and maidens, and to eat and drink, and to be drunken;
46 The lord of that servant will come in a day when he looketh not for him, and at an hour when he is
not aware, and will cut him in sunder, and will appoint him his portion with the unbelievers.

Û this indicates loss of rewards (unbelievers get none) and not loss of salvation

Q7: We see how God feels about vows and stewardship. What lessons can you learn from Jonah’s
experience that can serve you well for the remaining days of your life?

Good small group discussion
§ Consider well all of the promises I’ve made – if I’ve taken a vow as a believer, I must honor that vow or violate my
stewardship to the Lord and bring dishonor to His Name (for which He is very, very zealous)
§ I should be more careful about what I commit to – no such thing as a casual commitment
§ I should consider well how my living up to stewardship and commitments affect my fellow “sailors in the boat” such as
keeping appointment times, delivering what I say I will deliver, not making excuses and rationalization
§ Perhaps some of the difficulties I’m in right now are consequences of my failure to follow through on commitments or
stewardship responsibilities (like wasting time) – the consequences could be in numerous areas (health, financial, etc.)
o God may be using these circumstances as a school for me to learn, much like He used Jonah’s time in the deep

“Integrity is keeping your commitments long after the circumstances under which they were made
have changed.”
- Dr. David Jeremiah
God’s school session was over…Jonah had learned his lesson

Jonah 2:10 (NKJV) So the LORD spoke to the fish, and it vomited
Jonah onto dry land.

Lesson Learned!

§ “Lord, let not this lesson be wasted!”
aligned to God’s purposes, he would
§ With Jonah now al_________
second ch________
chance to get it right.
be given a s________

§ _______
is the star of the show, not ________
God
Jonah or _______
the fish
The Miracles So Far:
1. Supernatural storm
2. Selection of Jonah as guilty
3. Instant cessation of the storm
4. A fish to swallow Jonah (right time and place)
5. Jonah preserved three days and
6. Ejection safe and

sound on dry land
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6. On Mission to Nineveh (Jonah 3:1-4)
Jonah 3:1-4 NKJV
The word of Yahweh came to Jonah the second
time, saying, 2 "Arise, go to Nineveh, that great
city, and preach to it the message that I give you."
3 So Jonah arose, and went to Nineveh, according
to the word of Yahweh. Now Nineveh was an
exceedingly great city, three days' journey across.
4 Jonah began to enter into the city a day's
journey, and he cried out, and said, "Yet forty days,
and Nineveh shall be overthrown!"
Nineveh – Not the Nicest Place to Be
Welcome to

§ Capital of the As__________
Em__________
under Sennecherib
Assyrian
Empire

Nineveh

930BC to _____
612 BC
§ Dominated the ancient world from ______
200
o Rarely does an empire last longer than _______
years

Prepare to be Conquered!

§ Renowned for its brutality:

If you were an enemy captured by Nineveh:
Placed fishhooks in the roof of your mouth than drag you by them
Cut off noses, hands and feet and allow you to bleed to death
Skin you alive
w impale you on a spear s Pyramids of skulls for decoration around the city
No one in the ancient world was ever this brutal “Awful City”
§ Considered itself invin____________;
dwelt car___________
- see Zephaniah 2:13, 15
invincible
carelessly
·
·
·
·

50 feet wide and _______
100
o Inner and outer walls (inner wall was ______
feet tall)
i may have also included surrounding towns also founded by Nimrod

o Nineveh is comprised of both the city proper and the surrounding r______________
region ~50 miles across

extreme violence and evil
the world system
§ Nineveh is an idiom of _______________________
( just like “Egypt” is an idiom of ____________)

§ Nineveh’s chief god was D___________,
the _________
god with a symbol of __________________
Dagon
fish
a mitre or icthys
Û mitre = a pope’s hat Q: do you have an icthys on your car?

o A bit of wordplay: Scripture uses a lot of “puns” or plays on words to mark divine authorship
o “onus”

Dagon

o “ionus”

Hebrew for Jonah

o From his 3 days in the fish, Jonah likely emerged ____________________________________
bleached entirely white
§ By the time of Jonah (~750BC), it had already been prophesied that Nineveh (Assyria) would:
·

Wipe out the Northern Kingdom (Jonah’s homeland was there)

§ Assyria would go on to conquer and eliminate Israel’s Northern Kingdom in ______
BC
722
§ The future doom of the Assyrian Empire foretold by __________
Isaiah and ____________
Hosea
§ Destroyed by the Medes and Persians in 612 BC at the Battle of Carchemesh
o Once destroyed, no trace of it remained
myth
legend like At___________
Atlantis
o Thought to be a m________
or l__________

i “prophet Jonah”

o Discovered in ________
by archeologist Botta, who called the Assyrian mound Nebi Yunas
1840
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Jonah 3:1 NKJV
The word of Yahweh came to Jonah the second time, saying…
Q1: What is the significance of the phrase “the second time” in verse 1?
We often see in scripture where God provides someone a second chance, after they have blown it the first time.
Think about people like Paul – God gave him a second chance after he gained notoriety as a chief persecutor of
the early church. Likewise Peter, being given a second chance to be a disciple after he denied Christ three times.
· Abraham denied Sarah as his wife, instead saying she was his sister – Genesis 12:15 & 20:2
· Moses murdered a man and hid his body (Exodus 2:12); but was used to lead his people out of Egypt
· David committed adultery and murder (2 Samuel 11:4, 15)
· John Mark abandoned Paul & Barnabas (Acts 13:13) but later restored to ministry

Q2: How does Jonah in his calling a second time suggest he is a type (or model) of Israel?
According to Stephen in his famous sermon of Acts 7, Israel always fails to get it right the first time, but gets it
right a second time. Jonah was like his fellow Israelites in the Northern Kingdom in that he hated the Ninevites
and was in rebellion against God’s directive to go to Nineveh. The model of what he was to do in Nineveh was to
offer repentance and they accepted it the first time (unlike Israel, when told of its own sin by prophets Isaiah,
Jeremiah, et al), yet after delivering the message, Jonah pouts in Chapter 4 (more on this later)….

Jonah 1:2 vs. Jonah 3:2 (NKJV)
§ "Arise, go to Nineveh, that great city, and cry out against it…”
§ "Arise, go to Nineveh, that great city, and preach to it the message that I give you."
Q3: What insights do you glean from comparing Jonah’s 2 calls?
§ In chapter one, he was told to “cry out against Nineveh,” which was before his death and resurrection. Cry
out = qara, to pronounce, proclaim, accost/call out as in addressing a person by name; carries the thought of
being a herald of news
§ In chapter 3 after his resurrection, he is told to “preach to it” a message God would provide. The word
translated here as preach is a slightly different form of the same word qara and then note that in the
Hebrew, the use of the double phrase qara qeriyah (translated preach or proclaim)both the same root word.
§ In both cases, God tells him to “arise” = quwm (koom) – to rise – literal, figurative, intensive and causative ;
and yalak – an imperative to go in a direction
o Compare this to the path Jonah was first on…going down. He was called to go up, both literally and
figuratively, but he did just the opposite. Now he is ready to obey God and GO!!!!!!!
§ In the second case, God indicates He will give Jonah the message; in the first case, God just says to cry out
against it…You kind of wonder if Jonah felt better about the second order, because he Jonah was not
responsible for the specific message, he was just speaking exactly what God wanted him to speak.
§ Note that God did not choose to reveal the message to him
at this time, but promised He would do so, after Jonah
arose and went to Nineveh. God’s word given in
stages…progressive revelation??? This is almost what
you’d do with someone who has trouble grasping the
whole thing…feed it to them in progressive steps???
§ God instructed Jonah to travel the 500-550 miles from
wherever the fish spit him up along the coast of the
Mediterranean Sea to Nineveh, in the interior of Iran.
This involved a journey of likely a MONTH, crossing the
Euphrates and certainly traveling through hostile
territory.
§ Safest place to be on the planet: Going wherever God tells
you to go, regardless of where that is! He is responsible
for protecting you on your trip. Good opportunity to
build faith not of what you see…
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Jonah 3:3-4 NKJV
So Jonah arose, and went to Nineveh, according to the
word of Yahweh. Now Nineveh was an exceedingly great
city, three days' journey across. 4 Jonah began to enter
into the city a day's journey, and he cried out, and said,
"Yet forty days, and Nineveh shall be overthrown!"
§ No hes__________
this time, just quick o____________
hesitation
obedience
§ ‘great…exceedingly great’ – physical, not descriptive of fame
refers to the size of the city – three days across = about 40-50 miles,
maybe less if navigating rivers (Mosul across the river)

Q4: What insights into Jonah’s character do you glean from
this passage? First, when did God give him the message? He had

a month to travel to the outskirts of Nineveh…
So Jonah goes into the city of his enemies whom the whole ancient
world feared as the most brutal culture ever and he starts the entry process into the city and travels for a whole
day before he begins delivering the message God had given him.
§ His obedience made him strong and confident in his mission. This was no cowering weakling, even at 65!
To me, this is a picture of trust in God providing the ultimate testimony of the courage that results from
trusting God…Jonah simply went where God told him to go IMMEDIATELY, no looking back.
§ The very message Jonah preached was one of destruction of this land in 40 days. Imagine if you are living it
up in sin city, brutalizing the rest of the world, and this old, bleached Hebrew comes walking into your city
and tells you the world is coming to an end in 40 days! God revealed the destruction to him, but Jonah had
the courage to proclaim this message that would not be popular!
§ This is where we as Christians should be; fearless in executing what God has told us to do, not looking back.
WE were crucified with Christ, WE were buried with Him, WE were raised with Him; IN HIM is our
identity…should we be anything less?

Principle: Look at how a number is used in Scripture to see if a pattern emerges though
40 is used in Scripture as the number of testing and probation.
specifically how it is used:
Scripture
Genesis 7:17
Exodus 24:18
Deuteronomy 8:2

Numerical Significance
The earth is judged and tested through the worldwide Flood, while Noah and the faithful
are preserved
While Moses is on the mount 40 days and 40 nights, the people were tested and found to
commit idolatry and lack of trust in the God who had delivered them
God used the 40 years wilderness wanderings to humble and test the people…sort of a
probationary period and not just destroying them (see next passage)

Deuteronomy 9:17- Here, Moses intercedes 40 days and 40 nights for the people when he discovers their
idolatry at his prior 40 day/night absence (Exodus 24:18)
18
I Kings 19:8

Matthew 4:1-2

Here, Elijah is tested 40 days and 40 nights, sustained supernaturally by God, after Elijah
fled following his triumph over the priests of Baal and Jezebel
The period immediately preceding the temptation of Christ, where he prepared Himself

Q5: Given what you have learned about “forty,” what conclusions can you draw about the
message God delivered to the Ninevites through Jonah?
It appears that God was giving them notice their acts finally caught up with them, and their imminent
destruction was at hand. When God gives warning, and does not judge immediately, His withholding judgment
is a picture of MERCY and GRACE. Without any explicit promise to the Ninevites, His declaration of judgment
could have provoked any number of responses: ignoring it; beating up on Jonah and launching an invasion
against the Northern Kingdom; getting jiggy with their own gods (my god can beat your God ala Pharaoh,
Jannes and Jambres); etc.
Copyright ©2010 by JehovahJireh Corporation
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Q6: Let’s step back for a moment. Why would God send a Jewish prophet
to a brutal, pagan Gentile nation? What additional insights do you glean
from Isaiah 42:1-9 and 49:5-7?

God’s plan from the beginning was to use Israel as His instrument to bring knowledge of
God to an unbelieving world. His supernatural preservation of the family of Abraham, to
the bringing out from Egypt, to the taking of the Land of Canaan was all to demonstrate
the power of God and the benefit of being one of His people.
As the two Isaiah passages point out, God designed Israel to be a light to the Gentiles, of
who the Ninevites were certainly excellent examples of a people steeped in pagan culture,
brutal and unforgiving. The Ninevites are much like the Muslim jihadists of this day, and we who have the
ministry of reconciliation should be reaching out to Liberals and other enemies to tell them of God’s love for
them, and to bring them knowledge of Who God is…even if they are our enemies!

DID YOU KNOW?
Why were the Ninevites ready to listen to Jonah? God had gotten their attention
by several previous natural disasters, which were considered signs of divine anger
by the Ninevites, who while they were incredibly brutal and pagan, they were also
religious and saw these events as a challenge to their seemingly impregnable
fortress-like city.
· Plague in 765BC
· Plague in 759 BC
· Total eclipse of the sun June 15, 763 BC
· To the Nineveh, all were signs of “divine anger”
So when Jonah arrived in 759 BC following the second plague, they were likely willing to hear a
message from God, even one delivered in such terse fashion by one of their enemy’s prophets…
Q7: Given the above information, provide other specific examples of how God has used two
seemingly unrelated people(s) whom He is dealing with individually, that seem to come together
for His purposes following His bringing both through a series of ‘circumstances.’
Certainly God’s use of great heroes of the faith come to mind:
·
·
·
·

Abraham & Melchizedek, following the Battle of the Nine Kings
Joseph and Pharaoh in Egypt, being there to interpret Pharaoh’s dream and become PM in Egypt
Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar, interpreting Nebuchadnezzar’s dream and becoming PM in Babylon
Daniel and Cyrus, with Daniel reading Cyrus Isaiah’s prophecies, becoming PM in Medo-Persia

In these four examples (certainly many more come to mind) God clearly has orchestrated the events to bring His
plan to light at “such a time as this (Esther and Hamaan)” and change the course of history.
Why unbelieving man cannot see this pattern I do not understand!
People seem to be drawn together in the face of an impending and world-changing event…witness what
happened at Ground Zero on 9-11…it seems like every so often an event in modern history profoundly changes
the course of history (“We, the people, hold these truths to be self-evident” “Mr. Gorbechov – tear down this
wall”) and very few people see God’s hand in the events themselves…though churches seem to fill with people
looking for answers when events like 9-11 occur…
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7. True Repentance (Jonah 3:5-10)
True repentance is life-changing
It is a miracle from God

Jonah 3:5-10 NKJV
So the people of Nineveh believed God, proclaimed a fast,
and put on sackcloth, from the greatest to the least of them.
6 Then word came to the king of Nineveh; and he arose from
his throne and laid aside his robe, covered himself with
sackcloth and sat in ashes. 7 And he caused it to be
proclaimed and published throughout Nineveh by the decree
of the king and his nobles, saying, Let neither man nor beast,
herd nor flock, taste anything; do not let them eat, or drink
water. 8 But let man and beast be covered with sackcloth,
and cry mightily to God; yes, let every one turn from his evil
way and from the violence that is in his hands. 9 Who can
tell if God will turn and relent, and turn away from His fierce
anger, so that we may not perish? 10 Then God saw their
works, that they turned from their evil way; and God
relented from the disaster that He had said He would bring
upon them, and He did not do it.

Sackcloth and fasting – outward signs of an inward state:

§ Outward symbols of inward contrition and humiliation.
§ Evidence of a miracle
§ Sackcloth – a thick cloth made of stiff, coarse, and dark goat’s hair of a loose
weave (like burlap), ideal for bagging grain (Genesis 42:25, sack for the
brothers’ grain in Egypt), and used by mourners as a visible sign of mourning
over a calamity (Esther 4:1-4, Job 16:15) or death (Genesis 37:34, Joel 1:8).
Prophets also wore sackcloth as a sign of their brokenness, especially in the
face of delivering a terrible message of doom (Isaiah 20:12, Rev. 11:13). Even
wicked King Ahab put on sackcloth to confess his wickedness and sin
(1 Kings 21:7)
§ Fasting – done for religious purposes in many ancient cultures to exercise selfdenial. Consider a time of deep personal grief when you lose all appetite, and
focus on the grief and its cause. In religious observance, the self-denial
pointed you towards a focus on God and your deep, deep sense of sinfulness at your weakness of the flesh. Fastin
could be done to make your petition to God more effectual (1 Kings 21:27; Ezra 8:21; Esther 4:16). Occasionally
fasting was proclaimed on a national scale, e.g. in case of war (Judges 20:26; 2 Chronicles 20:3) or of pestilence
(Joel 1:13 f). Fasting having thus become a recognized mode of seeking Divine favor and protection, it was natural
that it should be associated with confession of sin, as indisputable evidence of penitence or sorrow for sin.
What outward evidence is there for your repentance? Are we far too casual in this manner today?

Q1: Who led the repentance of the Ninevites?
According to verse 5, there was simultaneous repentance among the people, who collectively moved in repentance, as
it says, from the greatest to the least of them. The king got involved in a leadership role and example in response to
the acts of repentance of the people, but his acts were in response to the universal repentance itself (he institutionalized the repentance after the people acted . Jonah delivered a warning of imminent destruction, and the people
repented, so Johan did not lead the repentance.
Again, here in Jonah, the “Star of the Show” is God, who moved in the hearts of the Ninevites to move an entire
city-nation to repentance. And the king (as is said in 3:9) repented on SPECULATION that God might withhold
judgment.
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Q2: Review Jonah 3:5-9. Identify the godly leadership lessons we can learn
from the how the king of Nineveh responded to God’s message.
In no particular order…
1. He was sensitive to both his people and the times in which he lived…after seeing
his people go to full repentance, he encourage them in their actions (v6)
2. He led by example, a king removing himself from his throne, putting off his royal
robes, putting on sackcloth, and sitting in ashes (v6).
Bronze mask
3. He recognized God’s true and complete sovereignty, which changed his actions. He
of a Ninevite king
directed the people to cry out to God and not Dagon et al (v8). He was not jealous
found at Nineveh.
or threatened by a greater ruler than himself.
4. He gave clarity to the reason behind Jonah’s message – their own wickedness. When the people in v5 believed
God, what specifically did they believe…that God would destroy the place, or did they connect the sentence with
their own condition of having participated in the brutality for which Nineveh was famous?
5. He modeled true humility. Remember, this was the most brutal empire in history, and
yet rather than rear up, he threw off the trappings of office and became subject to God.
6. His gesture was not symbolic, but heart-felt and genuine…not looking for the photo op…when he sat in
ashes, this was the highest form of humiliation, higher than the peoples and in excess of his following decree
7. He rallied his people around a right cause, publishing a decree of a complete and total fast, sackcloth on even
the animals, and loud confession of and repentance from their actions.
8. He took personal ownership of the actions of his people, but required them to also do the same.
9. His decree of repentance was for individual action, not corporate (though with all individual action in
alignment, the effect was corporate. This is a key element of leadership – no personal exemptions or
‘circumstances’ dictating special treatment…all including himself were under the same mandate.
10. In v9 he – a pagan king – imputes the characteristics of grace and mercy to God, something that was the
opposite of what he and his kind had been to the peoples they enslaved and dominated.
11. He publically admitted he was wrong and guilty of offenses against God (v8) and took his place with his
people. His call to individual accountability (v8 “let every one turn from his evil way)
12. He united his leadership team in the national repentance, organizing its publication – great leaders do this

Q3: Using Jonah 3:4-9, trace the acts of recognition, realization and repentance. What things
happened in what order, to move from Jonah’s message of judgment to national repentance?
1. First, each person had to hear the message of Jonah, which was an announcement of impending doom.
2. Then, the people had to determine if they believed it or not (they believed it) Note: based on the language, it
appears the people believed in a sovereign God Who could and would destroy them, but I’m not sure they
connected the impending destruction with a cause or any part they may have played in the coming judgment.
Somewhere in their history they would likely have heard tales of Israel’s God and how he caused destruction
of Israel’s enemies…
3. Then the people acted on their belief and went into national mourning for the coming destruction.
4. The king, hearing what had happened (Jonah’s message and how his people responded), personally
identified with the judgment and set an example in mourning the impending judgment with his people. Was
it at this time, sitting there in sackcloth and ashes, that he realized what was happening to cause the
destruction, and his/his people’s role in all this? Did the Holy Spirit explain it to him? Clearly he had
reasoned it through and saw judgment as the effect and the brutal and evil deeds as the cause.
5. He gathered his staff (nobles) and explain what he understood, and then they believed
6. He united his staff in publishing the decree for national repentance.
7. The people, once hearing the decree and understanding WHY the judgment was proclaimed, needed to each
one examine self and see the wicked way and violence they were guilty of.
8. They needed to admit it was true, and repent. Actions evidenced the belief – the people could have not
followed the decree, or just have gone through the motions without repenting. They might fool man, but not
God.
9. Turn – shuwb – to turn back (v8, 9, 10) – the action verb of repentance! Not only belief that you did
something and that it was wrong, but a turning back (away from the wrong) and turning towards God.
10. In this case, turning involved “works” – we are not told specifically what they are beyond the fast, sackcloth
and crying out mightily to God…
11. It was clear that the people believed and repented (God says so in verse 10)
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Jonah 3:6 (NKJV) Then word came to the king of Nineveh; and he arose from his throne and laid
aside his robe, covered himself with sackcloth and sat in ashes.
Word came – ha’dabar naga’For came word is the correct order; naga’ – to come to with speed or
violence, strike, smite or draw near to. Ha’dabar – a thing or matter
§ Laid aside – ‘abar ‘al A transitive verb that literally means to uncover ones’ self – both literally and
figuratively – which gives insight into the fact this was true repentance and not a show
§ Robe – ‘adartow Garment, glory, mantle, robe – the symbolic robe of office, voluminous and costly.
Again, both a literal and spiritual action of baring ones’ self with no ‘hiding behind’ the robes of office
§ Sat in ashes – Sitting in ashes is an eastern custom that is emblematic of the deepest degree of humiliation
one can express (recall Job 2:8). The king took his humiliation to a higher level that that which he asked of
his people…
§

Jonah 3:7-8 (NKJV) And he caused it to be proclaimed and published throughout Nineveh by the
decree of the king and his nobles, saying, Let neither man nor beast, herd nor flock, taste anything;
do not let them eat, or drink water. 8 But let man and beast be covered with sackcloth, and cry
mightily to God; yes, let every one turn from his evil way and from the violence that is in his hands.
Q3: In what ways did the king involve everyone in a time of national repentance?
§ First, by causing a decree, he involved his legislative team in publishing the degree throughout the land, so that
everyone heard what they were to do. He got his leadership team together and
§ He involved all the people – no special exemptions, all would suffer the same deprivation
§ He involved even the livestock, so that they would also feel the deprivation
§ Prohibition of no food or water, plus wearing the signs of humiliation, must have brought a deep level of
discomfort to each person and animal. The dumb animals would likely start fussing, further adding to the
mourning the clamor of animals
§ Each person was to cry mightily to the Lord – ‘qara (cry out when accosting or addressing someone) chozqah
(with vehemence, power and strength) – a loud, urgent and pointed plea to God in acknowledgement of their sin
§

Q4: It is said that a king sets the direction for the country, so people act under the direction of the
king or face the consequences of disobeying the king. Were the people were individually guilty of
evil and brutality or did they just go along with the king?
The specific direction of the king was for each person to turn individually from their own evil ways and the violence
that was in their hands (meaning that they had been the instruments of violence and not showing mercy). Whether
some objected we are not told, but it seems like a rather blanket indictment of not evidencing any mercy for their
enemies…and living in the culture, they became like the gods they worshipped (warlike, hard, brutal, not merciful).
Nahum later writes in Nahum 3:1 NKJV Woe to the bloody city! It is all full of lies and robbery. Its victim never
departs. Clearly the 120,000 inhabitants didn’t object to the lifestyle around them as they could have moved out.
Similar to the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrah, who chose to reside there in spite of the rampant homosexuality…

Q5: Read Psalm 115:1-8. Given what we know about Nineveh, how does 118:8 explain how the
culture became so violent? How does that verse also explain why America has become so violent
and filled with “bad behavior?” See additional notes page
We become like the gods we worship. Nineveh worshipped a number of gods, including Dagon. All pagan idols are
hard, cold, insensitive, etc…and the people became hard, cold and insensitive. In a very real way, besides the
physical idols, the people worshipped violence, and in so doing, became more and more like the violence they
worshipped.
America – having lost its spiritual heritage and thrown God out of public institutions and ridiculed Him in the public
media – has turned to a multitude of hard, cold and insensitive idols, like sports, money, porn, addictive substances,
selfishness, materialism, power, etc and has become like the gods it serves.
Show me their gods and I show you a nation…
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Jonah 3:9 NKJV Who can tell if God will turn and relent, and turn away
from His fierce anger, so that we may not perish?
A widely used root word meaning to turn back again (possibly to

§ Turn – shuwb the starting point – has many uses: come back, carry home, turn
away, refresh, retrieve, pull in, recover, 40+ more

§ Relent – nachamTo sigh, groan, or breathe strongly; therefore lament, grieve,
o

pity, console (KJV – repent; which we see 40X)
repent
KJV translates this as _______________

§ Turn away - shuwb See above; used in the sense that God turn from His fierce
anger

speculation
§ The king declared national repentance on spec_____________
that
judgment
God would withhold the ju___________
declared by Jonah.
“shall comfort us” – meaning of Noah
§ First use of nacham is Genesis 5:29 __________________________

Q5: Can God change His mind? Will He change His mind?
This verse (Jonah 3:9 and 10) has been widely misunderstood, and have been quoted out of context as a justification
to attack God’s unchangeable nature. The critics say, “if God doesn’t change, how can he relent/repent?” since they
understand the word repent to mean to change one’s mind about something
§ This type of logic works among humans, who are INSIDE time and see things as a series of linear events.
§ God, on the other hand, is OUTSIDE time and therefore knows what will happen, and in His foreknowledge
can ‘turn’ from His anger because He knows of the great repentance of the Ninevites…
§ Using ‘nacham’ with God implies His eternal nature, using ‘nacham’ with people means their limited nature
§ Poor example: Q: is H2O a solid, liquid or gas? A: Yes! (depends on the temperature).
o In eternity there is no beginning, end or time
Isaiah 57:15 NKJV For thus says the High and Lofty o Therefore, in inhabiting eternity, all time is now
One Who inhabits eternity, whose name is Holy…
and all things in time are known to God
o God cannot learn; He knew they would repent
Isaiah 46:9-10 NKJV Remember the former things of o God alone, because He inhabits eternity, knows
all and has, from time to time, used
old, for I am God, and there is no other; I am God, and
declarations of what will happen (prophecy) to
there is none like Me, 10 Declaring the end from the
validate His being God
beginning, and from ancient times things that are not o What God says will ‘stand’ just as He says it
will
yet done, saying, 'My counsel shall stand, and I will do

all My pleasure,'

o

Numbers 23:19 NKJV “God is not a man, that He o
should lie, nor a son of man, that He should repent.
Has He said, and will He not do? Or has He spoken,
and will He not make it good?

This verse points out the difference (man v
God) in the use of ‘repent.’
God did not declare an unconditional decree on
Nineveh, he declared action without throwing
in the “forever” modifier like He did with the
land covenant to Abram, et al

Good News: Three Things God Cannot &Will Not Do
The Truth About God

Implications of This Truth

He cannot l______
Lie

Because he cannot lie, He can be trusted in ALL
of the promises He has ever made

Learn
He cannot le________

He knows the end from the start, so nothing we
can ever do will surprise Him – and as a result,
whatever happens is known & approved in advance

Love Him
He will not force you to l______

Whatever we do, we do by free will (to us), so
God looks for evidence of our pure love in
response to His love for us
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Jonah 3:10 (NKJV):
Then God saw their works, that they turned from their evil way; and God relented from the
disaster that He had said He would bring upon them, and He did not do it.
Q6: What appears to have saved Nineveh from the destruction that God had Jonah declare?
On the surface, it would seem that God was somehow impressed with what the Ninevites did to show their repentance,
the mourning, sackcloth and ashes, and involvement of the animals in the process. This line of thinking leads to a
works-based theology, thinking that if someone does enough works, God will somehow spare them and deliver them
from the punishment they deserve.

Isaiah 64:6 (NIV) All of us have become like one who is unclean, and all our righteous acts are like
filthy rags; we all shrivel up like a leaf, and like the wind our sins sweep us away.
literally, “rightness” which means acts that are right
root word is tsadaq, make right, cleanse, clearself, do right

§

Righteous acts – tsedaqah

§

right
reasons
refuse
The very best acts we do, for the ri_______
re__________
are still viewed as ref_________

Q7: Read James 2:14-26 and complete the answers below.
§

Faith by itself, without accompanying works, is ______________
(v17)
dead

§

Works are ev_____________
of faith (v18)
evidence

§

righteousness
Abraham’s going through with sacrificing Isaac was counted by God as ri____________
evidence of his acting completely out of faith (v21-24)
because the works were ev_________

§

Compare the works resulting from faith, versus works resulting from something other than faith:

When we act out of faith, we are acting out of selfish and impure motives. While you and I cannot see one
anothers’ real motives, God can – He alone sees the heart. Acts that are completely predicated on a FAITH
CHOICE to believe God and do something as a result are evidence of our faith, Those works are pure (and
are viewed by God as gold, silver and precious jewels; 1 Cor 3:9-15). The works that are done out of any
other motive or reason are not of faith, and are therefore wood, hay and stubble…

Q8: Given Isaiah 64:6 and James 2:14-26, what actually saved Nineveh from destruction?
Taking the whole counsel of God into consideration, it was the Ninevite’s FAITH in God’s character of being
merciful that saved them (Jonah 3:9, God’s character suggests mercy and judgment withheld, as had been evidenced
throughout the history of Israel viz a vis Judges, which the Assyrians knew from their understanding of the history of
Israel) …and their works were simply evidence of that faith…

Q9: In their historical context, compare and contrast the two groups: the Northern Kingdom and
Nineveh.
Nineveh, a world power at the time, heard a single message of bottom-line destruction from a Jewish prophet and
repented fully, nationally and immediately. As a result, they were spared the destruction God promised in 40 days.
The Ninevites had a pagan, idolatrous history as their heritage…
The Northern Kingdom had multiple prophets who admonished the leaders and the people multiple times to repent of
their wickedness. They ignored their own prophets, and as a result, were taken out (literally defeated and removed
from the land) several decades after the Jonah story. Israel had a glorious history of God working miracles on their
behalf, forgetting this history, they met an ignoble end…
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Nineveh was spared by God for from being wiped out in forty days following Jonah’s message in
~7____BC.
7 57

What a shocker…like the collapse of the Soviet Union

“It was the best of times and it was the worst of times.”
Everything seemed to be great in the Northern Kingdom…Nineveh repented

For the Northern Kingdom at the time of Jonah (and Hosea, a contemporary):
§ Jeroboam II was the king of Israel (Read 2 Kings 14:23-29)
§

100
Their standing army had recaptured _____%
of the land lost under
Damascus and Syria.
previous kings, stretching north to include Da_________

§

They enjoyed unparalleled pro___________
Prosperity – people owned 2 houses

§

They were spiritually ban____________
bankrupt – their god was materialism

What should have been a object lesson to the people (Nineveh repenting and God sparing them)
was ignored. Ninevite king Tiglath-Pilesar rose to power and renewed Nineveh’s legacy of
conquest, with the Northern Kingdom falling in 7____
The occupants of the Northern
722 BC.
deported and rese__________
resettled
Kingdom were de________
into other countries in the Assyrian empire. The
godly
Southern Kingdom (“Judah”) took note, and had an uneasy time under a series of g_______
and
ung________
kings. As they eventually had fallen away from God, both they and the Assyrian
ungodly
Babylonians
612
Bottom line: Nineveh repented and got another century.
Empire fell to the Ba_____________
in 6_____BC.
Israel did not repent and got wiped out 35 years later. Judah cycled through the process and got an additional 110
years before it, too, fell. Nineveh faded into history, the city destroyed and long forgotten until it was discovered in
Matthew 12:38-41 NKJV
the 1840s…

Then some of the scribes and Pharisees answered, saying, "Teacher, we want to see a sign from
You." 39 But He answered and said to them, "An evil and adulterous generation seeks after a sign,
and no sign will be given to it except the sign of the prophet Jonah. 40 For as Jonah was three
days and three nights in the belly of the great fish, so will the Son of Man be three days and three
nights in the heart of the earth. 41 The men of Nineveh will rise up in the judgment with this
generation and condemn it, because they repented at the preaching of Jonah; and indeed a
greater than Jonah is here.
Q6: Now that you have the historical perspective, what are the key lessons Jesus is trying to
communicate (besides the prophecy of His burial)? What are the lessons for America?

1. Your spiritual history and heritage will not save you – God has no grandchildren
2. Your prosperity in the land comes solely from God – any attempt to attribute it to self, or to guard it militarily
is completely in vain if the people’s hearts are not belonging to the Lord
3. Nineveh is the standard for repentance – complete, immediate, and demonstrable
4. God will hold every person accountable, allowing those who have experienced history (the Ninevites who
repented) to accuse those who had the chances to do so but failed. This speaks of a role of all who died to
have in judging … which I’m not certain of the details!
a. So clearly those who have died will somehow know of the lives of people who came after them; otherwise,
how could they know enough to judge?
5. The smugness of the Pharisees in asking Jesus for a sign (after all, they all knew Him and saw the signs and
miracles He had done) is like the smugness of today’s leaders in public office, companies, etc. who are so
self-focused and trusting in themselves…and here Jesus holds them guilty. We should watch and pray, lest
we fall into the same patterns of arrogance and self-focus
6. The generation is adulterous – not true to its commitments. America has lost its God and is adulterous, even
to its Constitution…
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The story of Jonah seems to have a strong ending with 3:10…and
then we are hit with a seemingly extraneous chapter 4, that does not seem to make sense to many commentators…

8. Of Rants, Rash Requests & Reason (Jonah 3:10-4:4)
Yet it may be the most important chapter in the book for you & me!

Jonah 3:10-4:4 (NKJV)
Then God saw their works, that they turned from their evil
way; and God relented from the disaster that He had said He
would bring upon them, and He did not do it. 4:1 But it
displeased Jonah exceedingly, and he became angry. 2 So he
prayed to the LORD, and said, "Ah, LORD, was not this what I said when I was still in my country?
Therefore I fled previously to Tarshish; for I know that You are a gracious and merciful God, slow
to anger and abundant in lovingkindness, One who relents from doing harm. 3 Therefore now, O
LORD, please take my life from me, for it is better for me to die than to live!" 4 Then the LORD
SAID, "Is it right for you to be angry?"
Q1: What specifically seems odd or unusual about chapter 4 closing out the story of Jonah?
Jonah had just witnessed – and played a key role in – the greatest collective repentance in history. God declared
(thru Jonah) complete destruction, then as He saw true repentance from ALL 120,000 inhabitants of Nineveh (the
most brutal city in the world), He rewarded their faith in Him.
Thus, it is unusual for him to be so angry at God, instead of falling to his knees in awe having witnessed God’s mercy
firsthand. The chapter just doesn’t seem to fit…and for a good reason…it is about the unfinished work still to come,
how we respond the same way Jonah does, and go off on our own feeling sorry for ourselves….
We have to ask ourselves what the Holy Spirit had in mind when He added chapter 4 to the narrative…Perhaps it is
because like Jonah, our story has not yet been fully accomplished and we have issues to work through as well!

Hebrew is read from ______
to ______
since all world languages flow towards _______________
right
left
Jerusalem

Q2: How upset was Jonah? Why was he angry? At whom was he angry?
This verse is INTENSE! A double displeased, plus an exceedingly…and not just angry, but a very angry on top of
that. There is not much more linguistically one can do to express extreme anger resulting from being displeased.
He was displeased that God had spared his nation’s enemy…he did not want them repenting, he wanted them
destroyed. He was burning mad. The object of his anger was God… Some speculate that perhaps Jonah or his family
were at some past time victims of Nineveh’s brutality.
Adam Clarke believes Jonah was angry because he might be accused of being a false prophet, because God withheld
the destruction he prophesied.

Q3: What is at the heart of a person’s discontent?
Anger with God. Regardless of the degree of discontent, the person is not pleased with God, so
it is really an emotion borne of not trusting God that the circumstances in which you find
yourself that they are indeed right for you (otherwise God would have allowed different
circumstances). And distrust of God is really a lack of faith in Who God is…
Discontent >>> Distrust >>> Disbelief
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Jonah 4:2-3 (NKJV) So he prayed to the LORD, and said, "Ah, LORD, was not this
what I said when I was still in my country? Therefore I fled previously to Tarshish;
for I know that You are a gracious and merciful God, slow to anger and abundant
in lovingkindness, One who relents from doing harm. 3 Therefore now, O LORD,
please take my life from me, for it is better for me to die than to live!"
Q4: What more do you learn about the possible reasons behind Jonah’s anger?
It seems that at God’s directive to go to Nineveh, Jonah jumped to the conclusion that God’s
character would open the door to the Nineveites, his people’s enemy, being showed mercy instead of
judgment. Jonah reminds God (as if He needed reminding) that Jonah must have said something to God not
recorded in chapter 1, about God offering the Ninevites a chance at repentance, without offering them an IF YOU
REPENT, GOD WILL SPARE message. Who knows what the conversation was. However, it appears that Jonah
was not pleased with God’s answer, so he fled to Tarshish. Apparently Jonah’s anger was so great that he wished
himself dead, rather than to see mercy carried out on the Ninevites (was this said in hasted anger?)…

Q5: What are the positives and negatives of Jonah’s prayer?
Positive Aspects of Jonah’s Prayer
Negative Aspects of Jonah’s Prayer
- He was “real” and did not mince words
- He talks out what had happened
- He correctly describes God by His attributes of being a
God of grace, mercy, slow to anger and abundant in
lovingkindness
- His belief in God’s character was the basis for his acts
of disobedience

- The prayer was selfish and all about Jonah
- It may have been said with an air of superiority/pride
- He ends his prayer not with thanksgiving for people’s
repentance, but a desire for God to take his life
- It seems Jonah could not get past his anger to see the
larger plan of God at work…even in himself

Q6: The Old Testament is full of descriptions of God as “gracious, merciful, slow to anger,
abundant in lovingkindness.” Compare and contrast the following two references with Jonah 4:2-3.
Psalm 103:8-11 (NKJV; a psalm of David)

8 The LORD is merciful and gracious, slow to anger,
and abounding in mercy. 9 He will not always
strive with us, nor will He keep His anger forever.
10 He has not dealt with us according to our sins,
nor punished us according to our iniquities.
11 For as the heavens are high above the earth, so
great is His mercy toward those who fear Him;

§ While Jonah is angry at God for being the merciful God
Jonah describes him to be, David is heartfeltly grateful
for God to have “delivered” on His promise.
§ David points out that the trigger for God’s mercy is to
fear Him. Fear is the Hebrew word yare’ and means to
reverence Him. In short, what the people of Nineveh
did evidenced their true reverence for God.
§ David, being the recipient of God’s mercy himself,
certainly did not object to it when it was delivered to his
enemies (ex: Mephibosheth of 2 Sam 9 & 19)

Joel 2:12-14 (NKJV, after describing the serious § Perhaps the most serious judgment in the history of the
planet will be meted out by God during the Day of
judgment that will occur in the Day of the Lord)
Judgment. His anger against His enemies has burned

12 "Now, therefore," says the LORD, "Turn to Me
long centuries and this is the time appointed for
judgment. Yet in the Joel passage we see God offering
with all your heart, with fasting, with weeping, and
mercy, grace and hope for those who have rebelled
with mourning." 13 So rend your heart, and not
against him, attributing to God the same characteristics
your garments; return to the LORD your God, for He
Jonah describes in his anger.
is gracious and merciful, slow to anger, and of § The scope of God’s anger is multitudes greater than
Jonah’s and yet God IS merciful to His enemies when
great kindness; and He relents from doing harm.
they rend their garments and return to Him.
14 Who knows if He will turn and relent, and leave
§ Compare the heart condition of the people of Nineveh,
a blessing behind Him — a grain offering and a
David, and the rebellious ones in Joel, to Jonah
drink offering for the LORD your God?
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missionary purposes, as the amb_________
ambassador of God
In reality, Jonah’s was sent to Nineveh for mis__________
Christ
to those who were enemies. In this way, Jonah is a type of _____________.

Q7: Provide a modern-day equivalent/example of this.

It would be like going to Osama bin Laden or some of the WTC bombers in an effort to have him/them accept Christ’s
salvation!

Jesus Christ offers a parable to illustrate the mercy of God to the nation of Israel, much the way
Nineveh was to serve as an example of God’s mercy to Israel:
Mark 12:1-11 (NKJV) Then He began to speak to them in parables: "A man planted a vineyard and
set a hedge around it, dug a place for the wine vat and built a tower. And he leased it to vinedressers and went into a far country. 2 Now at vintage-time he sent a servant to the vinedressers,
that he might receive some of the fruit of the vineyard from the vinedressers. 3 And they took him
and beat him and sent him away empty-handed. 4 Again he sent them another servant, and at him
they threw stones,* wounded him in the head, and sent him away shamefully treated. 5 And again
he sent another, and him they killed; and
many others, beating some and killing some. 6 Therefore
_______________
still having one son, his beloved, he also sent him to them last, saying, 'They will respect my son.' 7 But
those vinedressers said among themselves, 'This is the
heir. Come, let us kill him, and the inheritance will be
ours.' 8 So they took him and killed him and cast him out
of the vineyard. 9 "Therefore what will the owner of the
vineyard do? He will come and destroy the vinedressers,
and give the vineyard to others. 10 Have you not even
read this Scripture: 'The stone which the builders rejected
has become the chief cornerstone. 11 This was the LORD's
doing, and it is marvelous in our eyes'?"*
Jonah 4:3-4 NKJV
Therefore now, O LORD, please take my life from me, for it is better for me to die than to live!"
4 Then the LORD SAID, "Is it right for you to be angry?"
Q8: Anger makes people do some pretty stupid things. Jonah is so angry he asks God to take his
life. What insights do you glean from how God responded to Jonah? Cite some examples from
Scripture that show God taking a similar approach with someone who is rebelling or unreasonable.
God, in yet another act of extreme MERCY, responds to Jonah’s rant and rash request by asking Jonah a question
that is designed to make him think through what he is asking for. Jonah is unreasonable, and God tries to reason
with him (visit Isaiah 1, esp v18 “come, let us reason together”) in an effort to have him realize the path that he is on
and the consequences that it leads to (“There is a way that seems right to a man, but in the end it leads to death – Prv
12:12 & 16:25).
ALL OF THIS IS FOR OUR ADMONISHMENT, upon whom the ends of the age has come (paraphrase of 1 Cor
10:8).
God took a similar approach with Adam, asking him where he was and why he hid from God after sinning. He did
the same thing with Cain, both prior to and following Cain murdering Abel Jesus Christ repeatedly asked questions
to try to get people to think things through instead of simply reacting. GOD DOES NOT DELIGHT IN OUR
PUNISHMENT, BUT IN OUR LEARNING AND GROWTH IN HIM!
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9. As the Worm Turns (Jonah 4:5-11)
Jonah 4:5-11 (NKJV)
So Jonah went out of the city and sat on the east side of the
city. There he made himself a shelter and sat under it in the
shade, till he might see what would become of the city.
6 And the LORD God prepared a plant and made it come up
over Jonah, that it might be shade for his head to deliver him
from his misery. So Jonah was very grateful for the plant.
7 But as morning dawned the next day God prepared a
worm, and it so damaged the plant that it withered. 8 And it happened, when the sun arose, that God
prepared a vehement east wind; and the sun beat on Jonah's head, so that he grew faint. Then he wished
death for himself, and said, "It is better for me to die than to live." 9 Then God said to Jonah, "Is it right for
you to be angry about the plant?" And he said, "It is right for me to be angry, even to death!" 10 But the
LORD said, "You have had pity on the plant for which you have not labored, nor made it grow, which came up
in a night and perished in a night. 11 And should I not pity Nineveh, that great city, in which are more than
one hundred and twenty thousand persons who cannot discern between their right hand and their left —
and much livestock?"
Q1: As Jonah sat there, overlooking the city, what was he hoping to see? What was his state of
mind?
§ I believe he was hoping to see the Ninevites trip up in their repentance (a big show, then back to violence as usual)
and then having a front row seat to watch as God destroyed the city.
§ I believe he was sullen and sulky, likely grumbling all along and feeling sorry for himself (recall the generation
God punished for their grumbling in the wilderness)
§ I believe Jonah was looking to justify his blame of God (perhaps seeing some in Nineveh going astray and then
pointing it out to God “see, see I told you so!”)

Q2: In verses 5 and 6 Jonah made himself a shelter to sit under, yet
God made a plant to shelter him. Explain what was going on.
There are a number of things likely going on here:
§ First, some translations have the term plant (Heb: qiyqayown – “kee-koyown” rendered as gourd, which may be the fruit of the plant (see inset), but
clearly it was for shade purposes, so it is better rendered plant.
§ Jonah does works of his hands to provide a booth (similar to a booth made
for the feast of booths (Sukkoth) for temporary shelter from the elements.
§ God made a supernatural shelter for him (see inset) out of GRACE
§ So you have works vs. grace contrasted – God’s motives were out of love for
Jonah; Jonah’s motives were selfish to see the destruction of Nineveh.
OBJECT LESSON: works cannot ever be acceptable to God because they are
always out of an impure heart and tainted with sin.
§ God also demonstrated with the plant that HE alone is in control, not Jonah.
Jonah needed to be reminded that God’s sovereignty often means extending
mercy and grace to people we don’t like – including our enemies and
politicians – for HIS purposes, not ours. Our motives are always selfish;
God’s motives are always pure. Jonah is grateful for the relief the plant
brings, indicating that his booth was apparently not doing a full job of
relieving him – works always fall short of what grace accomplishes. What the
Law could not accomplish, grace did!
§ Read Romans 8:1-5 and do a mini study on this. I believe this is a key tie-in
and an object lesson to us about grace over works, and spiritual over
temporal things, AS WELL AS a SIMILITUDE of Jesus Christ in vv5-6!
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Q3: In addition to preparing a plant to shade Jonah (4:6), what else did God cause or prepare for
Jonah, and what were its purposes? (Hint: start at Jonah 1:1 and read forward)
Verse
What God Caused or Prepared
Its Purpose(s)
1:1

delivering his mission to Jonah

to initiate repentance in Nineveh as a sign to
the nation of Israel to repent from its own evil

1:4

a great wind on the sea; a mighty tempest

to stop Jonah’s flight

1:7

the lot to fall on sleeping Jonah

to bring on the sailor’s confrontation of him

1:11

an increase in the sea’s tempest

to move the confrontation along

1:13

even more increase in the storm’s intensity

to move Jonah out of the boat (= temp safety)

1:15

the storm to miraculously cease

as a final step to drive the sailors to repentance

1:17

a great fish to swallow Jonah

next chapter in his ‘schooling’ by God

2:10

the fish to vomit Jonah onto dry land

to give Jonah a fresh start and 2nd chance

3:1

re-commissioning Jonah’s mission

same as vv1:1

4:6

a plant to grow and cover Jonah

to deliver him from his misery (object lesson to
get him to see God’s plan in all that happened)

4:7

a worm to destroy the plant

to teach Jonah that God alone is sovereign;
unlike Job who believed God gives and takes
away, Jonah didn’t get it

4:8

an east wind to further discomfort Jonah

continuing to try to get his attention and have
him think through his own heart issues

Q4: Based on your answers to Q2, what conclusions can you draw about God’s use of circumstances and people to enact His plan on planet Earth?
§ In addition to speaking directly to His people, God uses other people (sometimes enemies, sometimes people you
are close to, sometimes people on the same side of an issue as you (sailors)) to reach you with His message, either
spoken by them but caused by God, or their actions speak His message
§ God uses circumstances, including unnatural acts in nature, in order to bring about changes in our hearts as we
go through stages of denial, grief, anger, frustration, etc. when we need to fall to our knees and get right with God
§ God uses us as the agent of His changes, often when we don’t see it or attribute it to “acts of nature” or
“circumstances.” In reality, we should be sensitive to our surroundings at all times and LOOKING for what God
is trying to teach us, rather than to react from base emotion and self-centered logic at the exclusion of God being
our intimate partner.
§ While Jonah often thought it was “him against God,” in reality, all along the story, God is the not-so-silent
partner in every step of Jonah’s journey, available instantaneously for a consultation!

Q5: Consider your own life circumstances at this very moment. What things have you dismissed as
circumstances/circumstantial, that could instead be God trying to reach you? What do you think
He is trying to reach you about?
Good personal applications question
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This passage is strange and will cause us to “dig deeper” to grasp its full meaning
Jonah 4:7-8a NKJV
But as morning dawned the next day God prepared a worm, and it
The Ten Miracles of Jonah:
so damaged the plant that it withered. 8 And it happened, when
1. Supernatural storm
the sun arose, that God prepared a vehement east wind; and the
2. Selection of Jonah as guilty
sun beat on Jonah's head, so that he grew faint.

Q6: First, God had prepared a plant to shade Jonah, then He
prepares a worm and an east wind to remove the shade and
cause Jonah discomfort. What is going on here?
This passage seems to point out a few obvious truths:
§ God gives and takes away as is His Sovereign right
§ God wanted to catch Jonah’s attention about being so self-centered
§ By continuing His pattern of miracles (see inset) God is placing His
supernatural fingerprints all over this story to get our attention
§ And it really does not make a lot of sense on the surface….

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Instant cessation of the storm
A fish to swallow Jonah
Jonah preserved three days
Ejection on dry land
Repentance in Nineveh
The plant
The worm
The east wind

Chuck Missler: “Whenever you do not understand a passage, look for _______________________.
Jesus Christ in the middle of it
interpretation
Hermeneutics – a term meaning theories of inter___________ of Scripture; how we are to
understand and apply what it is saying.
unde_________

Three stages:
1. Exegesis – what does the t_______
text
s________
say
(“plain English”)
2. Exposition – what does the text m________
mean
a. involves understanding the precision of the lan_____________
language
(Greek, Hebrew)
b. involves understanding the cul___________
and times in which it was written
culture
c. must be interpreted in line with the whole of Scripture
walk
differently
3. Homiletics – how does the text impact my w_______
(how I am to live dif____________
from what I would choose to live if left to my own (or others’) direction and thoughts)

Some Jewish rabbis use a mnemonic of “Paradise” (PaRDeS) to set forth their hermeneutic system
(P-R-D-S: remember that in Hebrew, the vowels are inferred).
1. Peshat – literal sense Similar to our exegesis, but allowing the text to speak what it says. Ex: God prepared
a worm, meaning He prepared a worm

Here, there is a look at a meaning that may be just beneath the

2. Remez – a hint at something deeper surface where you get a sense that there is a deeper meaning to what
is said. Ex: what kind of worm was it…is there any significance in
the “east” wind, etc.

3. Drashah – the homiletics or spiritual message to be applied

The same homiletics as above

4. Sod – mystical conjectures Looking for hidden signs that might have to do with gammetria (number
meanings) and very obscure hidden messages that all fall into the mystical /
kabalistic realms
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Let’s consider some possible Remez implications
Jonah 4:7 NKJV
But as morning dawned the next day God prepared a worm, and it so damaged the
plant that it withered.
crimson grub
§ Worm – towla’ or towla’ath, a type of _______________
and translated
in the KJV as:
o Crimson – 1 X – Isaiah 1:18 (scarlet – shaniy); crimson - towlah
o Scarlet – 33 X; 26x – Exodus re: tabernacle; 7x Lev. & Num. re: priestly garments
o Worm - 7x worm – can be literal or figurative

The Crimson Worm
1. The word "worm" referred to in our text is unique in Scripture. In the Hebrew it is a particular
female worm, which is called the "crimson worm." It is not until you begin to study the
characteristics and the life cycle of the crimson or scarlet worm that you begin to see the
tremendous truth revealed by this Scripture.
2. First, the crimson worm climbs on the tree all by itself. Nobody forces it to get on the tree. It
willingly searches out the kermes oak which is symbolic of its destiny. Then, by its own choice it climbs on the tree. The
crimson worm knows when it climbs on the tree that it will not come back down alive. It is going to the tree to birth a
family and to do that it must die.
3. Once on the tree, the crimson worm then attaches itself to the tree. It makes sure it is secure because the body of the
worm will eventually be the shelter for the young, which are born. The worm will then lay its eggs and shelter them under
her body.
4. During the birthing process, she secretes a crimson fluid or gel. The scarlet fluid covers her entire body and all the
eggs she lays. It also leaves a stain on the tree, which will never fade away with the passing of time!
5. After dying to birth the family, something amazing takes place. For a period of three days the worm can be scraped
from the tree and the crimson gel can be used to make a dye. That dye was the same which was used in the tabernacle
and in the garments of the High Priest.
6. On the morning of the fourth day, the worm has pulled the head and tail together and is now in the shape of a heart on
the tree but it is no longer crimson. It is now a wax, which is white as snow. They can still harvest the wax and use it to
make shellac, a preservative of wood.
7. The crimson worm is also very fragrant when it is crushed. In my study, I also was blessed to discover the crushed
worm is also used to make medicine.
- Excepted from a blog by Thomas & Danielle Hale http://calvarychristiancenter.blogspot.com/

Q7: In what ways is the towla’ like our Lord, Jesus Christ, as indicated in the article above?
God prepared His Son to be our Messiah!
2. Like the CG, Jesus willingly allowed Himself to be crucified on a tree –He went there knowingly to die there
2. To birth His family, He had to die
3. Nails did not Hold Him to the cross…His love for you and me did – He sheltered the church by giving His body
3. To fulfill God’s plan, He had to die while attached to the cross, which He did
3. It is by the death in His body that we are healed
4. The blood of Jesus, flowing from His wounds stained the cross permanently and washed all Christians
5. The High Priest used the CG’s blood, while our High Priest IS Jesus Christ
6. A new heart is what Christians get as a result of being born again through the death, burial and resurrection
6. It is Jesus Blood that has washed me clean as snow (Isaiah 1:18)
6. What the worm secretes makes shellac, a preservative for wood. Wood is symbolic of humanity; the blood of
Jesus Christ preserves humanity against eternal death!
7. His life for us was a fragrant and acceptable offering to God…myrrh means “crushing” and He was crushed
for us AND His crushing enabled our healing!
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Messianic psalm which seems written from the perspective of someone
In Psalm 22, a Mes_________

h_________
on a c________
(none other than _______
________),
verse 6 says:
hanging
cross
Jesus
Christ
“But I am a worm (towla’) and not a man, scorned by mankind and despised by people.”
Jonah 4:8 NKJV
And it happened, when the sun arose, that God prepared a vehement east wind; and the sun beat on Jonah's
head, so that he grew faint. Then he wished death for himself, and said, "It is better for me to die than to live."
A sultry hot wind, like the scirocco – see pix
Vehement in the sense of intenseity
(only use of this word in Scripture)

§ vehement - chariyshay
§ east - qadiym

Wind that originates in the east

§ wind - ruwach

Breath, Wind or SPIRIT (spirit a remez?)
Literally, God prepared a breath to blow on Jonah

Interesting appearances of the “east wind” in Scripture:

Pharaoh’s dream of 7 years famine, with the

§ Genesis 41:6,23,27 east wind playing a part in blighting the grain
A common sight: The scirocco wind

blowing dust across the Mediterranean
§ Exodus 10:13 God using the east wind to bring a plague of locusts
against Egypt and Pharaoh (plague #8 – new beginning) Sea from Northern Africa into Southern

§ Exodus 14:21 God brought an east wind to open the Red Sea passage

Europe.

for Israel to escape Pharaoh’s army

§ Psalm 48:7 God uses an east wind to break up the mighty merchant fleet that trades with Britain (Tarshish)
§ Jeremiah 18:15-17God pronouncing He will scatter Israel like an east wind does
supernatural judgment
§ The “east wind” appears to be metaphorically used of ________________________________

Q8 What was God trying to cause Jonah to do as a result of the vine, worm and wind? What is our
lesson?
Just as he had done all along in the story, God used supernatural miracles that should have arrested Jonah’s
attention and made him focus on the bigger issue. The repentance of Nineveh was bigger than the evil they had
done…the evil, while brutal, was for a terminal time period. Repentance unto salvation is eternal. Being
characterized by complete obedience to God brings the greatest blessings…like Abraham having his actions
accounted to him as righteousness.
All that God does every moment should be recognized for the supernatural blessings He brings. How often do we
simply walk past Him trying to capture our attention through a miracle (a leaf, sunset, rain, butterfly, etc.) and
instead notice, be thankful and give Him the honor and praise He alone is due?

Q9: How should Jonah have responded to God’s vine, worm, and wind?
Jonah’s response should have been; “OK God…you have my full attention now…what am I missing, what do I
need to learn, and how soon can I get started!” Instead, he sinks deeper and deeper into self-pity.
This is another one of Jonah’s down, down, down moments. He may be on a hill overlooking the city, but his selffocus and feeling sorry for himself is shows his heart is hearing voices from the pit of hell.
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A crisis does not build character…it reveals the character that is already there

…And the sun beat on Jonah's head, so that he grew faint. Then he wished
death for himself, and said, "It is better for me to die than to live." 9 Then God
said to Jonah, "Is it right for you to be angry about the plant?" And he said, "It is
right for me to be angry, even to death!" 10 But the LORD said, "You have had
pity on the plant for which you have not labored, nor made it grow, which
came up in a night and perished in a night. 11 And should I not pity Nineveh,
that great city, in which are more than one hundred and twenty thousand
persons who cannot discern between their right hand and their left — and much livestock?"
The 120,000 persons = children (Ninevhe had ~600,000-plus people)

Q9: Given Jonah’s response in verse 8, what strategy does God employ in verse 9?
God once again verbally engages Jonah (this is verbal engagement #4 – 1:1, 3:1, 4:4 and now 4:9; though it could
be argued that in each of the miracles God also engaged Jonah) by asking him a question. Engagements 1 & 2
were “The word of the Lord came to Jonah…arise, go to Nineveh.” Engagements 3 & 4 were God trying to help a
smart man think! He did this in 4:4, by asking Jonah a simple, yet profound question, as He does here, where
Jonah should have been caused to closely examine himself and his heart condition…
God, as SOVEREIGN, can do what He wants to do and Jonah knows this, but needs to be reminded, not by a
confrontation (“Jonah, you ignorant prophet!”) but is treated as a loved son with a gentle and deep question from
a loving Father. It is in God’s treatment of Jonah mercy and grace are administered to Jonah.

Q10: What does Jonah’s answer in verse 9 reveal about where his heart was?
Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks! He grumbles! Jonah is just ANGRY at God and the whole
situation. While he does not directly slam God for God sparing Nineveh, nor does he accuse God of wrongdoing,
but he just is angry for how things have turned out with “the enemy” getting a blessing and him being unhappy
about it. Jonah knows enough not to accuse God, so he takes an indirect route to the same thing: grumbling
about what God, in His complete sovereignty, has chosen to do.
Jonah should have felt the most privileged of all prophets to be the one chosen to deliver the message that sparked
the greatest repentance in history. He simply could not see the facts in light of the big picture as he wallowed in
self-pity and self-justification.

Q11: What practical admonitions/lessons for yourself can you see from Jonah’s response?
§ First, I have the benefit of having God’s Word, which speaks volumes to me and serves as a constant reference.
§ Second, I have the benefit of learning from Jonah’s example
§ I know God causes all things to happen for my good (Romans 8:28), and since this is true, then I should be
learning and growing in faith and Christlikeness from every situation, not just those that I like. In fact, I
should view every single situation that happens as good for my learning and growing, and not allow myself to
every get angry or grumble about anything (A lesson I desperately must learn!!!!)
§ By God’s grace and mercy, I pray the reminder of the Holy Spirit to bring this to mind every time I grumble, so
that I give thanks and praise God instead.
§ I must begin to view more and more of “circumstances” as God-ordained, and look for what he wants me to
learn from them. It may be that He needs me to see how His heart is wounded every time I am ungrateful,
unthankful or deliberately disobedient (the Messianic words of i Zechariah 13:6, the wounds of a friend…).
§ Zech 13:6 – house = bayith, court, temple, house…could this be applied to the temple model of me as
wounding Christ by my misconduct when He has called me “Friend” (John 15:13-15) ? My sin wounds
Him…to my utter disgrace.

Zechariah 13:6 (NKJV):
And one will say to him, 'What are these wounds between your arms?' Then he will answer,
'Those with which I was wounded in the house of my friends.'
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Q12: What is God’s point (and perspective) in His answer in verses 10 and 11?
§ God calls Jonah out on his hypocrisy – pity on a plant that God made but not on people.
§ God: I alone made the plant and the people. You did nothing in either case…enjoying the shade of the plant as
a blessing from Me, but are angry that I chose to spare the Ninevites
§ The plant came and went in less than a day, but Nineveh’s redemption is still ongoing! (if fact, it would hold
for several years until God used them as His instrument of judgment against the Northern Kingdom)
§ We are talking a plant (that is not eternal) versus people who are eternal
§ We are talking about a single plant that dies and returns to the dust in a relatively short time, versus the souls
of 120,000 children who had not yet been old enough to know the difference!
§ God: While you think the Ninevites as utterly beyond redemption, they really do not know any better (like
children, not knowing their right hand from their left) and the animals would have been collateral damage in
sending judgment, and did not deserve to be (save the whales!!!). Thus, My perspective is the one that counts
while your lack of perspective saddens Me.
§

Jonah, raised with a deep understanding of God’s Word, would have been intimately familiar with
the Book of Job, and Job’s response to the calamities that struck him in the first two chapters:
Job 1:20-22 NKJV: Then Job arose, tore his robe, and shaved his head; and he fell to the ground and
worshiped. 21 And he said: "Naked I came from my mother's womb, and naked shall I return there. The LORD
gave, and the LORD has taken away; blessed be the name of the LORD." 22 In all this Job did not sin nor
charge God with wrong.
Job 2:7-10 NKJV: So Satan went out from the presence of the LORD , and struck Job with painful boils from
the sole of his foot to the crown of his head. 8 And he took for himself a potsherd with which to scrape
himself while he sat in the midst of the ashes. 9 Then his wife said to him, "Do you still hold fast to your
integrity? Curse God and die!" 10 But he said to her, "You speak as one of the foolish women speaks. Shall we
indeed accept good from God, and shall we not accept adversity?" In all this Job did not sin with his lips.
i Good question to assign to small groups; give then one or two to get them started

Q10: Compare and contrast how Jonah and Job each responded to their respective situations.
§ Both as prophets would have been very familiar with the body of Scripture in existence at their respective
times of life.
§ Job was unaware of the conversations Satan had with God, and God’s allowance for Satan to afflict Job.
Conversely, God directed Jonah to Nineveh for His purposes and Jonah chose to disobey.
§ Job would not blame God in any way, even though he had multiple opportunities and several cheering
sections (wife and friends) to do so. Jonah simply did not like his assignment, and grumbled.
§ The losses befell Job directly: loss of family, possessions, personal health, and were not speedily remedied. In
Jonah’s case, the only loss he suffered was his life in the belly of the fish, for a short three days, which God
remedied with his resurrection and a second chance immediately after he was delivered to dry land.
§ Job’s losses were personal; Jonah’s “losses” were that someone else did not get judged for their deeds.
§ Job rejoiced over God giving and taking; Jonah grumbled over God’s mercy and grace: withholding judgment
rightfully due, and unmerited favor.
§ Job’s engagement/conversation with God occurred AFTER he passed tests of integrity chapters 1 and 2;
Jonah’s engagement with God occurred from the get go, and continued after multiple acts of rebellion.
§ Job acknowledged the sovereign and mighty acts of God during his conversation with his ‘friends’ without
physically witnessing a miracle (other than the destruction of his family and property), while Jonah
acknowledged God’s sovereignty briefly in chapter 2 in his prayer, but this was written after he had personally
and physically experienced a miracle in the supernatural storm, the immediate calming of the sea when he
was thrown in, his swallowing by the fish, his being alive in the fish, and his resurrection/delivery from the
fish.
§ Job acted on his faith without physical evidence; Jonah disregarded the physical evidence and was angry with
God.
§ Jonah was angry with God, Job was not.
§ Those who came around Job to comfort him at the beginning were silent; the sailors who came around Jonah
were not.
§ Job was afflicted to his very life, Jonah was ‘inconvenienced’ in his discomfort while observing Nineveh
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Jonah failed to see the mis___________
implications of his assignment to Nineveh.
missionary
heart
people
He never developed a h_________
for the p__________
to whom God sent him,
biases
rejoice
and could not overcome his bi________
about them. He failed to rej____________

when 120,000 ch________
children were saved from destruction, nor regarded his role in
high
calling
the process as the hi______
cal__________
of God.

Nineveh’s Subsequent History
§ After Nineveh’s repentance during Jonah’s visit, the
next ge______________
of Ninevites (including those
generation
120,000 children) invade the No__________
northern Kingdom
37
destroyed it.
(“Israel”) ______
years later and des_________

§ The inh__________
inhabitants are displaced and sca_________
scattered to
Ninevite king Senecherib (704BC- 682BC)
lays siege to Jerusalem during Hezekiah’s
reign in 701BC.

parts of the Assyrian Empire, while peoples from outer
parts of the empire are settled in Israel (some are of
Semitic origin, who later become the Sam_________.
Samaritans
Se_______

§ Nahum, a prophet from Israel, wrote of Nineveh’s/Assyria’s destruction 100 years later.
612
§ In ______BC
Assyria falls to a coalition of Medes, Scythians, and Babylon.

Matthew 12:39-41 (NKJV) But He {Jesus} answered and said to them, "An evil and adulterous
generation seeks after a sign, and no sign will be given to it except the sign of the prophet Jonah.
40 For as Jonah was three days and three nights in the belly of the great fish, so will the Son of Man
be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth. 41 The men of Nineveh will rise up in the
judgment with this generation and condemn it, because they repented at the preaching of Jonah;
and indeed a greater than Jonah is here.
Q11: According to Jesus’ own words, what prophetic roles will Jonah and the people of Nineveh
play? How does Jonah’s and the Ninevites’ history (as told in the Book of Jonah) factor into their
future?
§ Jonah, of course, will be resurrected and judged at the Bema Seat for what he did and did not do during his
ministry. While he will likely have regrets over the shortcomings of his ministry, he still, as a prophet, had some
successes when he responded in the spirit. He is part of a unique group of humans that died, were resurrected,
and lived to serve following that resurrection
o Incidentally, I believe that it is this part, the fact that he was resurrected after his time in the belly of the
fish, that will serve to have him judged more harshly, for in the words of Jesus Christ in Luke 12:48: to
whom much is given, much more is expected.
§ Again, according to Jesus Christ, the men of Nineveh will rise up (Gr: anistemi; used of Jesus’ resurrection in
Luke 24:7 & 46, John 6:39, 40, 44, 54, and other places) during the judgment (I read that as not the Bema seat,
but GWTJ), and because they repented at Jonah’s preaching (we don’t know if Jonah preached additionally to
what he said when he warned them of “40 days and ground zero” for you), the men of Nineveh that repented will
condemn the evil and adulterous generation which was of the Pharisee’s day…
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It’s easy to look at Jonah and wonder how he could miss the bleeding obvious…until we realize the book of Jonah is
10. Perspectives and a Wrap-Up like a mirror in which we see ourselves…

The Book of Jonah gives us much to ponder about
ourselves…
§ Jonah, like us, is backs_______________.
What this
backslidden
looks like:

§ Jonah had a thriving ministry in times of great economic growth
(the best of times, yet the worst of times) where he became
insensitive to God’s direction for his life.
§ We have the benefit of the Bible, churches, freedom to worship, are
in the world’s top 2% wealthiest, yet we have become insensitive to
God’s calling in our lives – we allow credit and debt to rule us, tolerate criminals in elected positions, don’t stand
up for right all the time, are insensitive to poverty and people who are hurting, whine and grumble…..
Resurrected
§ Yet, he – like us – is resu_______________.
My proof is:
§ Jonah, chapter 2 (recall our study)
§ Romans 6:1-13 – additional notes page
o Do we live as if our future resurrection is guaranteed? Do we live as if He could return today, and judge us
at the Bema seat?
God’s power al________.
alone
§ Then, Jonah – like us – is fruitful through _____’s
§ Jonah – only after he obeyed God was he able to preach a message that caused the repentance of 600K+
o God was the one who turned their hearts from evil, not Jonah
§ Our ability to walk in righteousness and execute God’s calling in our lives is only when we are yielded to his
power alone
o 2 Corinthians 12:10; Ephesians 6:10-13

Q12: Similar to the story of Jonah, why do God’s people often live far below the “ministry
effectiveness potential” they are capable of?
We/I are far too easily enticed away by temporal things…
§ We/I start viewing God’s blessings as “normal” and do not marvel at them nor are they thankful
§ We/I then view God’s blessings as a “right” and when they are not instant, we/I grumble
o It is MY this and MY that
o Actually, it belongs to God who made us steward over it
§ We/I start attributing their blessings to our/myselves and become prideful
§ We/I expect to have my/our way and get angry when God does not fall in line with what we/I want
Our perspective is totally wrong whenever it becomes self-focused
God is looking for people He can trust with His blessings
I should be asking: What lessons do You desire that I learn, Lord

i Lest we think this is some modern-day phenomenon, recall Moses’ words to God’s people – they could be an
Deuteronomy 8:11-14, 17-20 (NKJV) indictment of America today!

"Beware that you do not forget the LORD your God by not keeping His commandments, His judgments,
and His statutes which I command you today, 12 lest — when you have eaten and are full, and have built
beautiful houses and dwell in them; 13 and when your herds and your flocks multiply, and your silver and
your gold are multiplied, and all that you have is multiplied; 14 when your heart is lifted up, and you forget
the LORD your God who brought you out of the land of Egypt, from the house of bondage… 17 then you say
in your heart, 'My power and the might of my hand have gained me this wealth.' 18 "And you shall
remember the LORD your God, for it is He who gives you power to get wealth, that He may establish His
covenant which He swore to your fathers, as it is this day. 19 Then it shall be, if you by any means forget
the LORD your God, and follow other gods, and serve them and worship them, I testify against you this day
that you shall surely perish. 20 As the nations which the LORD destroys before you, so you shall perish,
because you would not be obedient to the voice of the LORD your God.
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Q12: Discuss how the Book of Jonah illustrates that God can use people who do not want to be
used by Him. What additional truths does the Book of Jonah illustrate?
There are a number of key principles the Book of Jonah illustrates:
§ Regardless of how we might feel about something God has called us to, it should be enough for us to “get with
the program’ when God explains it to us. How much more blessed and a blessing we might be.
§ God is sovereign and nothing will interfere with His plans and outcomes.
§ You don’t get the sense that Jonah could have ended his life even if he wanted to.
§ God brings disparate peoples, events, etc. together in amazing ways…the sailors got saved out of Jonah’s
disobedience, as did the Ninevites, yet Jonah set out to do none of these things.
§ Jonah knew none of the people personally who were saved by his reluctant ministry
§ God enlists people to play roles in His plans…and the people are flawed, sometimes deeply, yet God rarely acts
outside human agency involved in the events of history
§ Jonah tried running from God, then pouting, arguing, and finally submitting…the only person Jonah frustrated
was himself. God was going to save the Ninevites this time and use them later as the means of Israel’s judgment,
and nothing Jonah did would deter God from His missionary mission.
§
Scripture is merely an academic exercise until we allow it to speak to our hearts and change us.
Personal exercise – do in class and discuss
How is God preparing you for eternity right now?
1. What things has God blessed me with that I don’t
deserve?

2. What things has God taken away from me that would
have limited my perspective?

Individual exercise; group share

3. What ‘windstorms’ has God allowed me to go through
that revealed where my heart was/is?
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Every year, on Yom Kippur, the entire Book of Jonah is read
aloud during the afternoon services in the synagogue. To
the Gentile mind the question is. “Why? Why this book and
what it its relevance to Yom Kippur?”
§ Yom Kippur = Jewish D_____
Day of At___________
Atonement
See Lev 23 below – it is a day set aside to
make atonement for your sins, the most
solemn of self-examination, to forgive others and to repent of your
own sins and seek restoration to God.

§ What is this day for?

Leviticus 23:26-32 NKJV
And the LORD SPOKE to Moses, saying: 27 "Also the tenth day of this seventh month shall be the
Day of Atonement. It shall be a holy convocation for you; you shall afflict your souls, and offer an
offering made by fire to the LORD. 28 And you shall do no work on that same day, for it is the Day
of Atonement, to make atonement for you before the LORD YOUR God. 29 For any person who is
not afflicted in soul on that same day shall be cut off from his people. 30 And any person who
does any work on that same day, that person I will destroy from among his people. 31 You shall do
no manner of work; it shall be a statute forever throughout your generations in all your dwellings.
32 It shall be to you a sabbath of solemn rest, and you shall afflict your souls; on the ninth day of
the month at evening, from evening to evening, you shall celebrate your sabbath."
This is the only multi-chapter book to be read in its entirety at one sitting in the synagogue
the concluding portion of the reading of the Tanakh
The Book of Jonah is read during the haftorah, ________________________________________,
fasting
prayer
following a day of fas__________
in pra________.
The key lessons of the Book of Jonah relating

to Yom Kippur:
§ It reminds us that we all r_______
away from God whenever we s_______.
run
sin
§ It teaches us that we are never beyond God’s re_________
or His me__________.
reach
mercy
Ninevites
§ It reminds us that the most imp__________
is the one we have with God,
important rel___________
relationship
which must be right in order to do the work He has assigned us to do.
§ It assures us that however far we have run from God, we are but one sm_______
small st_____
step
from returning to Him and being recommi___________
recommissionedand re-enlisted in His plans.
Deep self-examination is not just for one day of the year, but we as disciples are called to a life of self-examination…

Psalm 26:2 (NKJV): Examine me, O LORD , and prove me; try my mind and my heart.
i relates to us taking communion, every time we do so. Note v31!

1 Corinthians 11:28-32 (NKJV): But let a man examine himself, and so let him eat of the bread
and drink of the cup. 29 For he who eats and drinks in an unworthy manner eats and drinks
judgment to himself, not discerning the Lord's body. 30 For this reason many are weak and sick
among you, and many sleep. 31 For if we would judge ourselves, we would not be judged. 32 But
when we are judged, we are chastened by the Lord, that we may not be condemned with the
world. i We are the ones to examine and test, and this requires solemnity and is a very serious matter. Applies to all
Christians, especially ones new in the faith (Corinthians!)

2 Corinthians 13:5 (NKJV): Examine yourselves as to whether you are in the faith. Test yourselves.
The unexamined life is one not worth living!
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No sign shall be given except the sign of the prophet Jonah – Matthew 12:39
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